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8 Marines killed
by Druse; Syrians
down 2 Navy planes

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
Saluki fans. H;,rry Derosett and Brandon Burgett, try to keep dry - along with many
Francis (forf!ground) and JoAnn and Max others-duringtheSIU-C.lndianaStatel!ame.

Rain drench,es 8,000 fans
but the day tvas no washout
B:- Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer
Attired in raincoats and
plastic trash bags, aoout 8,000
fans braved heavy rain and
34-degree weather to see the
Salukis battle the Indiana
State Sycamores in NCAA
playo:f action Saturday.
A h:.lI hour before
gametime
McAndrew
Stadium was nearly bare, but
by the tiJ1'te the Salukis ran
onto the field for the kickoff,
they were greeted by a group
of rowdy die-hard fans who
dian'l I~ave until the game
was over and the goalposts
were down but not
necessarily in that order.
Even th~ costumed Saluki
mascot was ready for th . ~
inclement
weather
wearing a "How 'bout them
dogs?" sweatshi,·t and
carrying a maroon and white
umllrella.
Both stands were se<i'S of
umbrellas of every color as
game-goers attempted to
protect themselves from th ..
elements. But the rain didn't
dampen the spirits of the
fans, and many stood from
kickoff to the final gun.
Saluki fans in the east
stands matched .. tune from
the ISU band with chll!!ts of
"Go home!" and even the
Sycamore I)ompon girls,
wearing b. ightly colored
raincoats and blue sweatpants, didn't Impress tlk~ SIUC fans. When the gir~, performed at haUtiml: to their

band's rendition of "Wabash
Cannonball" Saluki fans
responded with a recurring
yell - "Boring, boring."
The S~ luki Shakers appeared in shorts and !>"Weaters
and received a much warmer
welcome from the crowd as
did the ever-popular Marching Salukis in their halftime perfonnance of a jazzy
set of songs in their own crazy
style.
Although
there were
complaints of frozen feet and
chilly hands, the crl)wd
seemed to be having too
much .un to mind the cold,
espeCially when they considered trading places with
the wet-to-the-skin players
skidding around with bare
8!"ms and legs on rain-soaked
artificial turf.
In fact, the fans S€emed to
he more :tmiable them willal
- that was demonstrated late
in the third quarter when
Corky Field fumbled on the
one-yard line and the fans
,;upported rum with a cheer.
Even
though
the
cheerleaders, wearing gray
sweatpants and SIU jackets
instead of their usual light6r
costumes, were chi:eT!!',g
their hearts out, many fJf the
yells coming from the stands
were fan-i)riginated. When it
become appar·'nt in thi' third
quarter that the Salukis
would be seen in n~t week's
televised pia) 'lff semifinal
action, people in the east
stands began chanti:lg "CBS,
CBS."

And when the Saluki offenSive squad left the field
with only second~ left on the
clock and SIU-C leading 23-7,
the crowd responded with a
standing ovation and kept on
cheering.
this
time,
"Defense, defense."
When the clock was stopped
twice in the final seconds,
Yack had to ask the fans
already assembled for a
victory cei",bration to clear
the lield. Attempts by Bruce
Swmburne, vice president for
stud~nt affairs, announcer
John Yack, and campus
police to keep the goalposts
intact were unsuccessl'.JI as
the fans tore them both down
- the north goal gOing before
the final gun went off.
Then it was time for a
celebration Saluki-style with
chants 0: "We're lIiumbe.r
One!"
coming
from
throughout the stadium.

Gus says never did a buneb of
SDcb wet Dogs look so band·
some.

BEIRUT (AP)- E;~t U.S.
Marines were Killed and two
were wounded when Druse
gunners opened heavy fire on
the Marine base at the Beirut
airport Sunday night, a Marine
spokesman reported.
Maj. Dennis Brooks said the
Marines came under intense
fire about 12 hours after Syrian
soldiers shot down two U.S.
Navy jets that h2d been in the
first American air strike in
Lebanon.
U.S. Navy ships opened fire
on the anti-government forces
that were pounding the Marine
encampment with rockets,
small-arm& fITe anC: artillery
barrages.
Brooks said the naval gunfire
"was the result of heavy,
sustain~d ... fire that the
Marin~ positions h"lve been
under since approximately 7
p.m. (12 noon EST),"
He said "the entire airport

For focal opinion
on tlw iW'arine.'f in
Lebarw~ see Page 2
perimeter" had come under
fire. The thunderous barrages
from the warships firing into
the Drllse positions in the
mountains overlooking the
airport rattled buildings in
Beirut.
"We have eight dead and two
wounded," Brooks said. He
added the Marines were
responding with automatic
weapons and M~ tank fire.
In Washington. White House
national security spokesman
Robert Sims said, "I know
we'.,e hadan attack from Druse
and probably Shiite positions
around the airport at Beirut and
See MARINES, Page 3

New York man charged
in $10,000 robbery
By John Stewart
&IIff Writer

A New Y,!rk man faces
federal bank robiJery charges in
connection with the Thursday
robt-ery of $10,000 from a
Campbell Hill bank, and investigations are continuing
which could possibly tie him to
two other robberies.
According to Jackson County
State's Attorney John Clemons,
a federal warrant was filed
Friday in East St. Louis against
Richard Kennedy, charging
hiM with bank robbery, use of a
deadly weapon, taking a
hostage in the commission of a
crime. and flight to avoid
prosecution.
Clemons said Sunday that he
expects to file state charges
Monday, if he receives reports
from all law enforcement
agendes involved in the case.
Clemons !said state charges
might include armed robbery,
several counts of attempted
murder, and aggravated kidnapping_ He said all of those
charges are Class X felonies,

carrymg a 3O-year maximum
sentence. Clemons said pa-ticularly heinous crimes, •'of
which I consider this to be one,"
could carry penalties of up to 60
years per charge.
According to the Jackson
County Sheriff's department,
Kennedy and a female accomplice, later identified as
Cathy Cremer, 'n, of Marion,
ran a roadblock in their
hostage's car heading north on
Ava Blacktop, five miles north
of Murphysboro.
Deputy Kenneth Akins
pursued the car driven by
Kennedy in a high speed chase
until it ran into and overturned
a car driven by Sue York, of
Murphysboro, according to the
sheriff.
Kennedy's car ran into a ditch
and the alleged hostage,
Rebecca Graff, 33, of Ava. ran
into a field. Kennedy pursued
until a Department of Transportation helicopter piloted by
Alan Satterfield moved in
between Kennedy and Graff,
See ROBBERY, ro;oc ::

FAA UpS surveillance of Air Illinois
Bv Anne Flasza
Staff Writer

Federal
Aviation
Administration action calli~ for
100 percent surveillance of Air
Illinois
operations
and
orO'.:edures has been called
f'needless" by Air Illinois
President Roger Street.
The action, which came last
week during National Transportation
Safety
Board
hearings on the crash of Flight
710,
was
"unwarranted
harassment," Street saId in a
press release Saturday. He

contended that his airline was
caught in a battie beh!een the
two government agencies.
Additional FAA inspectors
will be brought in to examine
Air Illinois' maintenance
operations in both Carbondale
and Evansville on an almost
rontinual basis. accordin~ to an
t'AA spokesman. They Will also
accompany some crews on
5cheduled flights throughout a

fit-~ta~~

s.JJ'Veillance,

which was reiJOl'tedJy brought
about by the NTSB hearings,
wPJ continue fo." several weeks,

Street ex~'ld concern that
the hearings on the ~!'::l5h of
Flipt 710, in which III people
d~jJ near Plnc..lrneyville, were
"dragging" and dismay that tJ'Ie
NTSB - recessed the hearings
Saturday afternoon.
NTSB Chairman Jim Burnett
recessed the hearings, which
ran three day-s longer than
expected, until sometime in
January
At ttldt time, the NTSB is
expected to resume t.."e· investigation in Washington,
D.C., calling as witnesses three
Air Illin('is vice prt!Sidents.

Other witnesses to be called in
Washington may include
maintenance personnel a~d
others directly involved With
the upkeep of the two
generators on the plane.
The British Hawker-Siddley
748 allegedly haa generator
problems, and Air minot> has
contended that the crash was
due to elf!Ctrical malfunctions in
addition to a shutdown of both
generator systems.
Prior to calling a recess for
the hearings in Carbondale,
Burnett deemed the investigation a success and said

the heari~gs had alr,ead.y
resulted in lDlprovem.mts m 8U'
~afety and probable future
Improvements.
P~rt of the 42. hours
testimony by 1~ WI~~es mdir.ated that Air Ilhnols employees may not have used
standard FAA prpeedures to
record maintenance problems.
Charles Dougan, acting
manager of tbe G~nera1
Aviation District Office in
Springfield. said Saturday that
if inspectors had checked both

.of

See FAA, Page 3

News Roundup,----,

Marine presence in Lebanon
a no-win situation, experts say
~'yrian

By Phillip Fiorim
Staff Writer

Three SIU-C political science
professors agreed Sunday that
the U.S. Marines in Lebanon
,~r.lain in a "no-win situation"
after Syrian soldiers opened
fire on the Marine base at the
Beirut airport Sunday night,
killing eight U,S. Marines al'J.
wounding two more.
Manfred Landed;er, who
teades a course in foreign
polir.y, said that American
military strength "can't resolve
the political sitaation" in
Lebanon. He said the United
States ''will continue to be too
deeply involved."
The Marines came under
intense fire about 12 hours a!ter

soldiers shot down two
U.S. Navy jets involved in an
air strike in Lebanon eariie.'
Sunday.
Landecker said the administration has been "very
naive" in hoping that if the
Israelis would withdraw, than
the Syrians would withdraw,
"The Syrians
haven't,
though," he said. "And their
long-range interest shows that
they aren't about to pull "'Jt of
Lebanon."
Landecker said that it was
true that the United States has a
"symbolic presence" in the
conflict to the extent that they
are a strong military force
representing a superpower.
"Blit a few more Marines
arOtmd the airport aren't going

Astronauts repair lab equipment

t? m~ke a di(ff.'rence," he said.

Landecker said th;]t the
sit'lation isn't going to be
resolved overnight, but he said
that he "hates to see Marines
sitting there for 18 month!!."
which Congress has established
as a time limit for the Marines
in Lebanon.
William Hardenbergh, who
teaches a course in Middle East
affairs, said that it was "unfortu.'18te" that more MarillE'3
had been killed, and he said l"Je
tension ill Lebanon was "sure to
continue."
Randall Nelson, a professor
in constitutonal law, said \'ha~
he feels the Marines are still in
a "no-win situation."

<:enter land on council agenda
fly Paula J. FinllIY
Writer

S~"ff

PI...1S for sewer 'relocation for
the downtown conference
center are up for approval at
Monday
night's
council
meeting, but Tuesday the
eouncil will review what could
be another snag in the troublepla~ project.
The council is expected to go
Into a closed session at its
ipecial meeting Tuesday to
hear from the city staff in·
formation affecting the land
acquisition for the center.
Land for the project is
scheduled to be exchanged OIl
the Dec. 15 deadline, and while
city officials have admitted
they will have difficulty
meeting that deadline, they
have insisted that the project is
not dead and plans have continuer!.
Last week, wben the council

reviewed tire sewer relocation
plans and indicated approval of
them, Mayor Helen Westberg
responded, "I sure hope we get
a chance to use these."
In other business, the council
will vote on an ordinance which
will allow child and adult care
facilities with specjlll use
permits to operate in zones that
previously didn't allow them.

Day care centers are dermed
In the proposed ordinance as
facilities "at which an agency
organization or individual
regularly provid~ care for less
than 24 hours a day to more than
four persons who are not
residents of the facility."
Daytime programs such as
those run by schools and the
federal government are not
included.
The council will also vote

USO BOOK CD· DP
The Unc:Iers;raduate Student Organization.' Book
Co-op is a beneficial program provided by your
student govemment. This service enables
students to turn in textbooks and set the price
for tho books tttat they desire. YES I NO
receiving 50% of what you paid for a textbook.

more

The Co-op process is easy to do, and takes only

a few minutes. Books are collected in the Student
Center and a simple contract including book
Information and set price, is sigood betw8<9n USO
and the student.

on a request from Everett
Allen, Inc. (or rezoning oC a 10acre tract of land on tl'.<: east
side of South Reed Station Road
from general agriculture to
light industrial. Allen, Jackson
COtmty Landfill owner, had
pr()J)OSed building a $1 million
enc10sed refuse proce!;sing
center on the !;ite, which is
within the city's 1.5 mile zoning

area.

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) - After talking by radio to
the king of Jordan, a "happy bunch" of handyman astronauts
used a makeshift darkroom inside a bedroll to fix a jammed
camera Sunday, then repaired and fired up a twke-b!'oken
furnace.
Spacelab scientist Owen Garriott reached fellow h~!Il :-adio
buff King Hussein, who told him, "We're very, very, proud of
you, and we share this pride with all the people of America, all
the people of the world."
Bob Parker and Uti Merbold of the RE'd Team -- one
astronaut shift - and Garriott and Byron Lichtenberg of the
Blue Team got out tools and irutructions Sunday to repair a
series of broken experiments aboard their orbiting SpaceJab,

Union, Ger.vltound draft settlement
WASHINGTON (AP) - Late-starting Democratic
presidential hopeful Jesse Jackson launched a broad as!.ault
Sunday on the party's rules for picking its 1984 presidential
nominee, saying the regulations lock out women and
minorities.
"I challenge l,ese rules because they threaten my quest for
the nomination," Jackson said on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press"
program.
"NeIther (1972 nominee George) McGovern nor Jimmy
Carter could win under these rules and neither can I," he said

Jackson blasts Democratic rules
WASHINGTON (AP) - Union leaders are expected to push
hard for ratification of a ,':ontract agreement aimed at ending
a bitter, month-long strike against GreyhOtmd Lines, although
one union official acknowledged ''we bit the bullet" on wage
concessions.
After two days of make-or-break bargaining, the
Amalgamated Transit Union and Greyhound reached a tentative s~ttIement on a new contract, with a ratification vote
planned before December 20. accordir.g to federal mediators.
Neither side would comment pubHcly on details of the pact
Sunday.

The council indicated its

support for the general concept
of waste transfer stations as
economically
and
en<USPS 169220,
viromentally sound last week,
but said a waste transfer station
J>ublished daily in the Journalism and Egyptian Lab<!ratorv l\-Ionda\
at tt.at location, which is near throu.$ Friday during regular se.:'esters and Tuesday through Friday
the L:ikewood Shopping Center, dunn~ summer tenn by Southern i1Jinois UniversIty, CommlJnications
wouid ::ot be appropriate. The Building~ Carbonda!e.IL6290L Second cJ..;;.;; postage paid al Carbondale. 1L.
~ditorlal and bUSiness offices located in Commlmicatiol'L'l Buildin/t. North
\'OUIlcil indicated its support for
a transfer station in Carbondale
and directed the city staff to W~r:fb:~;~~;::~r~~~ ~rS!='o~~I,~(~~re~;x months within the
assist in the search for a ~~~!~tes and $45.00 per year or $30.00 for six months in all fon"ign
suitable site for it.
Postmaster: Send change of address to Daily Egyptian. Southern I1linois
,Univer-sity, Carbondale, IL 62901.

~
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((I)ristmas

Gift Book .Sale
with savings of 50-90 % oft the publishers price

- iii'-Bookstore is having its annual
Christmas Giftbook Book Sale with
many ctltegories to choose from.
COOKBOOKS

!II

Textbooks are then sold to students by the
Und9lgraduate Student Organization, and money
from the books is then distributed to students.

CHILDREN'S BOOkS

N.QVELS

CRAFTBOO!<S

HISTORY

You too could benefit from the Undergraduate
Student Organization Book Co-op Service.

PHOTOGRAPHY

HEALTH &DIO

. December 12 -16

Sal. Books from BOOKTHRIFT, INC.

9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Sturl~nt

Center South Solicitation Area

,SAM * SIGMA KAPPA * AMA

~BOOKSTORE

l'nA.RINES from Pag~ 1_.
it is pretty intense. We have had
some casualties anti we have
reponded with tank and naval
gunfire."
White House spokeswoman
Sheila Dixon said President
Reagan had been briefed about
the development.
After Syr'ln forces shot down
the V.S. planes, or:e flier was
rescued, at least one was
captured and Syrian soldiers
said a third died of injuries.
The Pentagon said a two-man
A-I; and a single-pilot A-7
fighter-bomber were downed
when ~ V.S. planes attacked
Syrian positions in Lebanon's
central mountains at about 8
a.m. (1 a.m. EST) in response
to earlier attacks on V.S.
reconru:issance planes.
The White House said
President Reagan authorized
the raid. Reagan vowed to order
more strikes if Syrian antiaircraft batteries continue to
fire at American surveillance
planes.
"We are going to defend our
forces there," Reagan told

reporters at the White House.
If our forces are attacked,
we will respond."
Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger said the Syrians
were believed to be holding two
of the fliers. "We are attempting to negotiate their
release," Reagan said.
But a Lebanese photographer
on assignment for The
Associated Press said he saw a
captured American at one
crash site, as well as another
sever<:!ly injured crewman
taken away by Syrian soldiers.
The Syrians later told reporters
one American died of his injuries.
A Syrian communique
mentioned only one pilot held.
The other V.S. planes
returned safely to the aircraft
carriers VSS Independence and
VSS Kennedy of( the Lebanese
coast, the Dl 'ense Departmentsaid.
A Lebal,'C';c army officer who
witnessed the raid from a
mountain village said the u.s.
jets were lined up abreast as
H •••

they swept in from th~
Mediterranean for the attack.
He said he thought the planes
must have been visible to
Syrian lookouts and radar
stations for several minutes
before they str.Jck.
As H.e planes crossed over
Syrian lines, missiles and antiaircraft fire rose "from all
sides," he said.
A Defense Department
spokesman said at least 40
shoulder-launched SA-7
missiles ami vehicle-launched
SA-9 rockets were fired at the
planes, along with heavy antiaircraft fire. The SA-7s and SA9s are Soviet-made weapons.
The Pentagon said its planes
dropped a variE'ty of explosives,
including cOTlventional 1,000pound bombs and cluster
bombs. It gave no report of the
damage caused.
Syrian Foreign Minister
Abdul-Halim Khaddam said
two Syrians were killed and 10
wounded in the raid. Syria also
said it lost one vehicle and an
ammunition dump.

Sheriff William Kilquist said
Friday that Kennedy would be
moved to St. Joseph HOf."tal in
Murphysboro, but he was not
registered there as of Sunday.
Cremer was treated for injuries Thurooday at St. Joseph
and is now in Jackson County
JaiL She was named, but not
charged, in the federal warrant
filed Friday.
Graif and York were treated
at St. Joseph for minor injuries
and were released Thursday,
according to the sheriff.
The bank robbery occurred in
Campbell Hill, located 30 miles

Minnesota Ulkines

northwest of Carbondale, about
12:20 p.m. Thursday. Firs~

National Bank President Bill
Richelman said $10,000 in cash
was taken. A nearby market
owner, who called the police
after the bank alarm went off,
saw a man escape in a brown
station wagon.
A car matching that
description was later found
abandoned and was impounded
by the Jackson County Sheriff's
department. The car is possibly
connected to the robbery of a
Percy pharmacy Wednesday
night.

~~ ~<Q~
0°
~
ALL NIGHT SPECIA
40¢ Drafts
15¢ Speedrails
$1.15 Pitchers

SHOIS

Payne was transported to
Jackson County jail to await an
initial court appearance. Police
said investigation of the three
robberies will continue.

the flight log and the maintenance log, they should have
noticed discrepancies in the
way things were recorded in the
flight log.
When asked by Burnett if he
would make any suggestions
regarding the FAA's inspection
operations from what he had
learned at the hearing, Dougan
replied that he would suggest
"full-time inspectors for Air
Illinois because of its incl·easing
complexity. "
Dougan also said that prior to
Oct. 11 the FAA did step-up
surveillance on the commuterregional airline, but said he

coUld not recall the reason
behind the increase.
Paul Evans, an air carrier
specialist at FAA Great Lakes
Region Headquarters in Des
Plaines, said Saturday that the
number of inspectors employed
by the regional office has
dropped within the last five
years.
Under questioning by Burnett, Evans said he was not sure
whether there might be cuts
made at the Springfield office,
adding that "a lot of things are
still up in the air."
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NIKE BRUINS Reg. $39.99/SALE $34.99
CONVERSE LEATHER ALLSTAR Hi Tops Reg. $-46.99/ SAl~ '41.99
CONVERSE LEATHER ALL-STAR LO's Reg. $-42.99/ SALE $37.99
PONY CONCORDES Reg. $29.99/SALE $24.99
~
PONY MESH Hi Tops Reg. $39.99/SALE $32.99
~
PUMA SUPER COURT-Hi Tops Reg. $29.49/SALE $~4.99
'"
• PUMA SUPER COURT II LO's Reg. $29.99/SALE $24.99 PDmA~

Health News•••

JAGUAR WARMUPS

BY DR. ROY S. WHITE
Doctor of Chiropractic

A Spine
aut of
- Balance
If you·r. f •• ling out of
sortl. with a VOgllO discomfort In your back. your spina
may b. out of balance.
Your Ipln. serv.s a vital
function In many ways. The
spine and n.rvous system
attached to It. In fact. hay.
a dlr.ct .Hact on many of
the functlonl of your body.
It'l Important to k •• p the
spine In prop.r balanc••
The .pln. I. connact.d to
a foundation mado up of
your p.lvll and lag •• If thl.
foundation I. well-balanced
and working normally. It
helps to k •• p your spin.
In balanca. oth.~rwlse It can
cau•• paIn and dl.comfort.
For axampl •• If a hou •• ••
foundation I. crook.d or

.. A substantial amount of
money was recovered that is
believed to have come from the
robberies," said Lt. Larry Hill.
Carbondale Officer Bob
Collier was treated and
released from Memorial
Hospital 'or minor injuriE!s
sustained auring the chase.
Payne was also charged with
the armed robberies of IGAEast in the Lewis Park Mall
Wednesday night and the
Convenient Food Mart on U.S.
Route 51 Tuesday morning.
Both stores were robbed by
two black men. one carrying a
sawed-off shutgun. The amount
of money taken from IGA-East
was not released. Over $300 was
taken from the Convenient
store.

~~,i1'~IN~G~S~~~

~

~\'\
O~(j~ ~"

About 10 hours after the
Carbondale Boren's IGA
Foodline West was robbed of an
undetermined amount of cash
Sa turday , a Carbondale man
was arrested for that and two
other armed robberies which
occurred last Vleek.
Alvarnado Payne, 43, was
arrested at 2: 15 3.m. Sunday by
Carbondale police after a high
speed chase which ended after
Payne wrecked his car behind
the SIU-C Communications
Building and was apprehended
after a short chase on foot.
Police said fhey had stopped
Payne for a traffic violation on
U.S. Highway 51 south.
Police said Payne was
charged with robbing the IGAWest, 1620 W. Main St., at 3:40
p.m. Saturday, when he
allegedly entered the store
carrying a sawed-off shotgun
and demanded money be put in
a brown paper bag he carried in
with him.

FAA from Page 1

ROBBERY from Page 1
according to the DOT.
Kennedy then turned to fire at
the helicopter, and deputy Curt
Ehlers fired from the helicopter
deputy
Akins
while
s!multaneously fired from the
groufld, according to the
sheriff's department. Kennedy
went down, but began to get
back up when Akins shut him
again.
Kennedy suffered wounds to
the head, hand and knee, and
was brought to Memorial
Hospital in Carbondale before
being flown to ~'. Louis City
Hospital for further treatment.

Carbondale man charged
with grocery robberies

Dr.

_I'll. You'lI_ cracks In the
plo·.t.r. Doors won't flt prop.rly. Windowl may not
op.n. You can rapalr tha
cracked plaster and trim the
door. and window. to fit
again. But how long will
tha •• "cov.r·up." la.t1
Your body 01.0 na.d. a
good foundatIon. If your
spin. I. out of balance. seek
the treatm.nt you need to
put It rIght agaIn.

Do you have a queStIon?
WrIt. or calf •••

~!~~Ye2~~~J!i~

HEAVYWEIGHT ROAMERS Reg. $55.99/SALE $35.99
HEAVYWEIGHT flYERS Reg. $-49.99/SALE $32.99
NYLON NOVAS Adult Sizes Reg. $32. 19/5ALE $20.99
~
YOUTH SIZES Reg. $27.59/SALE $20.99
(While Supplies Last)

IItGUM -

See Our low prices on hea\'YWelght sweats and SIU coots and lockets

Your A'hletic and Athleisure Stare

2435 West Main
West Park Plaza
Carbondale
(Next to New Kroger)
Open: 9:30-7:00pm Mon-Sat
1:OO-5:00pm Sunday

457·2623

103 S. Washington

Carbondale, Illinois 62901
618-45H1127
Daily.Egyptian, Decemw. 5, ~983, P.ag.e:3
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l"ights over a doll?
Ah, 'tis the season
'TIS TIlE SEASON to be violent - especially if you wish to give or
receive a Cabbage Patch Kid doll for Christmas.
Across the nation, reports abound of violence ar.d injuries
resulting from ~intense scrambles at toy stores for the dolls.
The pumpkin-faced, one-of-a-kind figures are in very short supply
this holiday season.
The managing editor of the Idaho Press-Tribune even reported
that a doll M had bought for the holiday season was kidnapped
(dollnapped?) trom his locked trunk. A ransom note warned,
"Don't call the cops or your Cabbage Patch Kid will be coleslaw."
That particular editor suspects a practical joke from members of
his staff. But his story sheds a humorous light on a situation that, in
some case;. is getting a bi t out of hand.
WHY ARE nlESE dolls so popular? Because many children
consider it novel to have a doll that's a litUe different from everyone
elle's. And adults, we suspect, are beginning to consider it a
coiIquest of sorts just to fmd a Cabbage Patch Kid on toy store
shelves.
Somebody, somewbere is making a barrel of money from this line
ofithought - the same rationale that made people rush for hulahoOps, mood rings and pet rocks. If you bought or received any of
thOse items for Ouistmases past, make room beside them in the
attic for your Cabbage Patch doll. It's certain to wind up there.
And a:; those trendy gifts gather dust, they ought to make us
realize that Christmas isn't the time to worry about being first on
our block, or fllSt to the check-()ut line.

Statistics are irrelevant
In the Nov. 15 DE, there
appears a letter from Jane
Ellison of Oxford University in
which she speaks out against
the death penalty. She writfS, in
particular, that "statistical
evidence and thorough research
have never shown the death
penalty to be an effective
deterrent" (meaning,
preswnably, a deterrent to
commission of a captial crime).
One might then conclude from
ber remarks that there exists

statistically derived evideuu'
relevant to the question.
I claim that is not the case:
Whatever one's position on the
death penalty may be, it is
important to realize that there
simply cannot be (in the nature
of the matter) any statistical
evi..it:;;ce bearing significanUy
on the question. Any such
ju~ment can only be based on
ethical considerations.
Herbert H. Snyder, Professor 01
Mathematics,

--~tte1S----~
DE's reporting on utility issue
missing conservation potential
Regarding the Daily Egyptian's announcement about the
upcoming public hearing of the
minois Commerce Commission,
three published factual errors
need correction.
First, two Commerce Commission
staff
members
responsible for review of CIPS'
alleged conservation plan and
the Hearing Examiner will be
present for the hearing, not
"two commissioners and the
chief
inv'!stigator"
as
published. Commissioners have
been invited to attend, but no
confirmefl responses are
available yet. Commissioner
Charles Stalon, wt:o re-::ldes in
Southern Illinois, wHl not be
able to attend because of a prior
commitment to be out-()f-state
at a conference. Their nonattendance does not diminish
the importance of this local
hearing.
Second, the City Council did
not approve hiring a consult,"nt,
as the story indicated. In fact, it
was not even a matter for their

approvaL What was approved
was the city's expanded opportunity to seek "joint venture
funding" from other individuals, organizations dnd
local governments so that we
could work IIp and recommt:!Id
to the Commerce Commission
better criteria for selecting and
evaluating all future utilitysponsored conservation efforts.
And third, there are no
hearings on "cost analysis ...
expected to last for at least the
!Iext 18 months." The total time
for all three phases of the
complex intervention process is
likely to take about 18 months.
The phase dealing with selection and evaluation criteria (the
cost-benefit methodology) is
expected to last until the fall of
1984, after which final programs
will be determined.
What has been missing from
the DE's reporting to date on
th:s issue, which is very important to the D:lily Egyptian's
primary readership (students
and renters), is the enormous

potential for delivering utility
energy
conservation
investments in nearly every home
and blLSiness in Southern Illinois
in a c()<;t-effective manner.
Thinil. about It.
Citizens interested in hearing
more about this possibility and
expressing their opinion aTe
invited to the public hearing at 7
p.m. Thursday, De<'. 8 at 607 E.
College St., Carbondale Robert Pauls, Energy Coordinalor, "The Other Utility The City of Carbondale's
Conservation and Solar Service."

If you're looking for a loser, don't ask us
'~E'RE NOT LOSERS
anymore! .. screamed a rp.insoa,ked SIU-C sophomore
between sips of schnapps. "This
is just like the big me. We're
gonna be on CBS ... Erv, Brent
and the Greek!"
That statement was repeated
over and over again Saturday
on campus, in bars, in front
rooms and parties all over
Carbondale. It was the undercurrent of thought from the
opening kickoff. The aftershock
is still rumbling.
That winning attitude has
been growing aU season. But
beyond just pride in a winning
football team, it is a attitude
that is reflected in every aspect
0{ life at Southern. We like to
say we're the best at something.

Jeff Wilkinson
Associate
Editorial Page Editor
For a long time (it seems like
forever), SIU-C has been under
a dark cloud of pessimism.
Students cut down their
respective schools and colleges.
Concert-goers are apathetic
and ticket sales run low, leading
to cancellations. Some teachers
are viewed as cut-rate (and
their salaries would reflect it).
Studet1ts see Carbondale as
either tOtJ crazy or too dull.
Imported urban liberals call the
Carbondale community rural
and backward. The local
residents view students as
radical, irrational and violent.

I HAVE a roommate who
used to hate football. As a
matter of fact, the Homecoming
romp was the first football
game he had ever attended. Do
you know wbere he was
Saturday? Standing in freezing
drizzle with 8,000 other
l1lP.niacs, screaming his lungs
ou~ .1'0t because he enjoyed the
garri! of football that much. Not
bec$JSe his girlfriend wanted to
go. fJot because he got turned
on tt a ticket - but because he
wanted to be a winner.

BUT THOSE THINGS are
startl!;g to change. The city and
the University have gotten
together on HalJoween. The
students feel they have a voice
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in city government with the
election of Keith 'f!lXhom. And
most important, inside the
parameters of McAndrew
Stadium, we are not students or
townies, conservatives or
liberals. We, all of us, are
winners.
The advertisements for SIU-C
sports expound Saluki Pride.
And no matter how hokey that
sounds, the football team is
instilling
pride in
this
University.
We are proud that this
working-cla~, no-frills, muchmaligned institution can field a
team capable of knocking opponents on their butts. We're
proud that we have a coach who
can pull a team together
sp;ritually
as
well
as
athletically - one who wins for
all of us and not just himself.
We're proud because thi~
.;inning season shows us that
any goal we care to obtain ~ven goals as elusive as a
national football championship
- can be achieved.
BUT IT IS a fragile pride.
Next Saturday's game, played
at sm-c and televised to the
world, will be the apex of Sa:uki
spirit if there ever was such a
thing. If we lose on television,
everyone will be screaming

"choke" at the top of their
lungs. If we win, everyone wiil
be saying "We're great. We'r,~
the best. They're the losers."
How can we keep that WIDning attitude? Well, the obvious
answer is for SIU-C sports to
keep winning and let us bask in
their glory. But because fate
runs in the funny cycles that it
does, don't get your hopes up.
We can't depend on sports to
hold us together. There has to
be a revolution of attitude
springing from the initial
euphoria of being winners. We
can't look at ourselves as
minois' second school. We are
better than the likes of U of I,
not because we have more
money, better programs or
tougher football teams, but
because we have the strength
that comes from adversity.
We need to say, "Sure I got
through school on donations,
scholarships and loans and had
to ea t tomato soup three times a
day. Sure our school doesn't
ha ve the teachers or thP funds
that others do. But we're still
the best because we want it
more. Nobody spoon-fed me
logic in ivy-covered halls. I did
it myself."
THE SALUKIS have done it

themselves - up until a few
games ago when we all decided
to jump on the bandwagon.
Attendance was dismaL School
spirit was a joke. Financial
support
was
waning.
Everything was against them.
But Dem~y and the Dogs did
not resign themselves to being
"also-rans" just because they
weren't Nebraska or Texas or
Georgia. Naw, they said to
themselves, "We're wirmers.
And nobody is going to convince
us otherwise. If we fumble, we
fumble. The defense wi.1I back
us up and we'llitick ass on the
next series."

And
that
rain-soaked
sophomore in the stands
Saturday isn't going to be a
loser just because he only has 35
cents in his pocket, has to walk
to the game, is 14 chapters
behind in physics or has herpes.
He will be there in spite of his
problems screaming "We're
the best!" at the top of his
lungs. He'll be waving to Brent
and Irv and the Greek, secure in
the knowledge that for one
afternoon in December, much
of America will know tha~ SIUC is here, we're making it and
• we're winners.

--CampusBrie~----MEETING MONDAY: The
Mid-America Peace Project,

PART TWO of the program
. 'Breastfeeding: A Special

7:30 p.m., Saline Room; The
Student Recreation Society, 7'

~:Z'''f:~:cht~S f~~n,:om~~n't~g

p.m., Recreation Center 158;
Captains for Intramural Sports
basketball,
4:30
p.m.,
Recreation Center 158 and
Officiais for Intramural Sports
basketbaD, 5 p.m., Recreation
Center 158.

pregnant will be presented
Irom 7 to 9 p.m. Monday at the
Jackson
County
Health
Department, 342A North Street,
Murphysboro. Registration fee
is $3. Those interested may caD
the Jackson r.ounty Health
Department at 687-HELP.

A DEBATE between students
for Percy and Corcoran will be
held by the College Republicans
at 7:30 p.m. Monday in Activity
Rooms C and D.
THE
FINANCIAL
Management Society will announce the winner of their
second CO';'?uter giveaway at a
meeting at 7 p.m. Monday in the
illinois Room.

Townspeople give
time, effo~ Inoney
to aid disabled man
LEMONT iAP) - Mike Heins
had given a lot to this town of
5,200, and now the community is
giving Heins a helping hand
back.
Heins was a volunteer
firefighter, a member of the
Jaycees and had been the star
center on the high school
basketball team.
Then last summu, the 32year-old sheet metal worker
had a diving accident that len
him a quadraplegic.
Word spread around this
community 15 miles southwest
of Chicago that he needed a
specially constructed addition
to his house. So next Saturday
several dozen contractors,
suppliers and tradesmen will
converge on the family house to
build - in one day - a 2O-by-24
fool addition.
"Ifs bappening at a time of
the year when people are very,
ve!),. giving," said Heins' wife.
Lilfija.
~ "Mike was a giver, to the
point where he was always
doing things for people. And
now they're giving back in a
way we'll never be able to
repay."

Puzzle answers
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THE CARBONDALE Community Blood Drive will be held

~~~~i:O 6 ~'!,!'i~ond~~t~~~~
Church, 303 S. Poplar St.
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Opening

Sat. dec. 3

THE WOMEN'S Caucus will
meet at noon Wednesday in the
Thebes Room. A discussion wiD
be held on efforts to encourage
women in selected professions.

10-5:30

THE BLACK Observer will
have a meeting at 6 p.m.

a!,d $1 for people with a WIDB
giveaway card.
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1983 Fall Semester Final
I
I Examination Schedule Information II
~

The examination scbeduJe attempts to avoid examination COD-

""'''''' book
08:00 TTH
09:00-10:50 W

.

are in the calelory"On1y TorTHorTTH". The Exam Dateaad
PeriGd is by the attached Fall 1983 FlnaI Examinatioo Schedule
to be Tue., bec.13 at5:5O -7:50 p.m.
2. Classes

sboul!f::

to hold their fmal examination in their

~~~dmiss~r:s~~~=~

ments Information relative to the location for examinations for
!hose classes that cannot hold their examinations in their regularly
schfJCluled rooms because of a space c:onllicl This will be done
=g~:~~!cr:!iL 01 the fmal examination days to provide

I
I
~:,~.1~ ~~~~~~::::
I
g::~: :::~~::~~. I
Tu...,Dec.13 10:1~12:10a.m.
I

: :.:

~=:
M~:~ti~l;l:';~iill; 114; 116; 117;
~cl!oolofTeclmicalCareenl05B

I approval
to tate an examinatioo durillg the make-up examinatioo
period on the last day. Provision for such a make-up examinatioo
I period does not mean that lltudents may decide to miss the
1~=~~~~iII~:oom:!t~~or~t=
I wbosepetitionsbavebeenapprovedbytbeirdean.
I 4. Students wbo
must miss a fiDal naminatiOll may not tate an
before the time scbeduJed Cor the clasll examlnation. InformatiOllrelative to the proper grade to ~ven students
I examination
I ::=ina~=:;:.~=:rwinnt:I!m:~~~
I ~ ~ ~~=~iII~ng~
ExamDate ElIamPeriod
II cordingofgradea.
1. CIassea with a special exam time
I GSA 101
Mon., Dec. 12 3:1~5:1Op.m.
0
GSAGSA 11115
~,,:=..t: ~~:~~~:::
I GSGSAB'lB03220; GSA, B, C, 221
~,~~4 ~~~n:::
I

;=::g:~: ~:~~~~~~::::
i:::~~: :;:~~~:p~

II GSC
109
:=::g:~ ~:;~::;~:::
~ ~~: m, n8, 119, 120
Tue.., Dee. 13 10: l~lUo..m.
r.S D l l O h l.,Dec.l1 7:50-9:5Oa.m.
Wed., Dec. If
I Aeeountilll210
lQ:1~12:10a.m.

I~===

~~~f ~;:;~::::::

::::g:: n:n::::

I~==:

"331
II Ac:coun
Accountiq 341
Accoaatinc 3111
\I .\dminlalrativeSdences481
Hft

CIM315
EIec:troDic: Data ProceISiDI U~
Electrooie Data ProceIsinI203
ElectroaicsTeclmol0lJY101
EleetrOllicl TeclmoJocy201

______
, j , .. j.,

~.• u..c.13
Wed., Dee. 14
Tbu., Dec. 15
Mon.,De::.12
Moo.,Dec.12
Thu., Dec. 15
Tbu.. Dec. 15
Wed,Ilee.14
Th:J., Dec. 15

' i

3:1~:lOp.m.
10: 10-12: lOa.m.
7:50-9:508.111.
10:10-12:10a.m.
3:1~:1Op.m.

7' 5O-9:5Oa.m.
7:5O-i:508.m.
1O:10-12:1o..m.
7:50-9:5Oa.m.

I

I

Tue .• Dec.13 10:1~12:10a.m.
Mon .• Dec.12 3:I~S:lOp.m.

2. One credit hour eourses ordinarily will have their examina-

~~u!J~~~heduledclass period prior to the
3. Otherclaues (not tboBefor1 credit)
First Line of Schedule Listing Shows:
Meeting Time
Schedule
Starts With:
Meeting Days:

:::::

09.00
::::

3. Students who find they bave more than three examinatiOll8

==:-~t!o:-:=,=o:':h:.":c~~~

Ir.. _ _ -

:~~i~4 ~~:I:::::

Zoology 118

Tbe~=~~f:r.~!re~.r~,~~~~

I

Wed.• Dec.14 10:UH2:10a.m.

Finance 328

=:

lI

~::=~

1. TheclasafiDal exam period is scheduled based on the meeting

~.;.~c::~=:::r~:!t~::J;~ i:!:::
~ulef~;=o::n~lineuFlinesc!~m'mthe='mati:nDDcr.ssern~.secr:~=~:

I
I

Tue., Dec. 13

~::~::

inatiollSisliatedbeJow:

3: 1~5: lOp.m.

Engineering 260A

~~~=~=':t=ti:'!i:!:orm!r=_J:

I~:
24.99

$1.99

A PUBLIC discussion on the
problems and concerns of
senior citizens will be held
beginning at 9 a.m. Tuesday in
the MiSSissippi Room.

I~:=

8II18IASS JfMS

Breakfast Special
2 eggl, 3 Itripi of bacon,
hal~ brownl, toast or
biscuits

A PARTY to raise money for
underprivelaged children in
Carbondale will be held at 8
p.m. Wednesday at TJ's
Watering Hole, WIDB and
Eurma Hayes Center. Division
of Community Service Youth

•

I
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in writing for the paper next
semester may attend the
meeting or call Cynthia Beard
at 536-1747. No journalism
experience
is
required.
Photographers are also needed.

A LECTURE titled "Abuse
and Neglect and the Elderly:
Implications for Social Work
Practice" will be presented at 7
p.m. Momiay in Quigley 106 by
Pat Gunter. professor of social
and community services. The
Aging Studies Program is
sponsoring the lecture.

It
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Fine Italian Food
20.... W. College
549·7242
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Only T or TH or T TH
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which

includes a 'J,forW orF
10.00
10.00
11.00

Thu., Dec. 15 3: 1~5: lOp. m.
Tue., Dec. 13 7:50-UGa.m.
Wed., Dec. 14 7:50-9:5Oa.m.

:yYlayorc!:~::;:Wbich
includesaMorWorF

Tue .• Dec.13 7:50-9:5Oa.m.
Mon.,Dec.12 7:50-9:5Oa.m.

OnlyTorTHorTTH

Fri., Dec. 16

11.00

~uC:;~M~u;~~nF*hich

12.00
12.35
12.00

OnlyTorTHorTTH
Only TorTHorTTH
Any day combination which
includeaaMorWorF

13.00(1p.m.J OnlyTorTHorTTH
13.00

Date of Exam Exam Period
Tue.,Dec.13 5: 50-7: 5Op.m.
Thu., Dec. 15 10:1~12:1Ga.m.

~~l~~~M:!.';~c;.nFwhich

14.00(2p.m.l OnlyTorTHorTTH
14.00
Any day combmation which
lDcludeaa M orW orF
15.00(3p.m.) OnlyTorTHcr-TTH
15.35
OnlyTorTHorTTH
15.00
Any day combination which
incJadesaMorWorF
16.00(4p.mJ Anydaycombinatioo
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NIa'bt classes which meet ooIyoo Wednelday
Nla'btclaslleswldcbmeetoolyooTburlday

~===c;==ts
N~~=~~~Jtts

N'ljbtc1asaentartlng7:00p.m. or after
and meetinI :.IC"lIiayandWednellday JIlibta
Night classes startiDa 7:00p.m. or lifter
andmeetinlTuesdayandTbursdaynigbta

Saturday clasIa
Make-upeuminlltiolleforlltudentswllCl!le
petitlon1 bave beea appr'CMld by their dea::I
"

.'

Fri.,Dec.16

3:1~5:1Op.m.

10:1~12:10a.m.

Mon.,Dec 12 8:00010:00P.M.
Mon., Dec. 12 8:00010:00P.M.
Thu .• Dec.15 12:50-2:5Op.m.
Fri.• Dec.IS

5:50-7:5Op.m.

Mon.,Dec.12 12:50-2:5Op.m.
Wed,Dec.14 12:50-2:5Op.m.
Tue., !lee. 13

12:50-2:5Op.m.

Fri.,Dec.11
Fri., Dec. 16

12: 50-2: 5Op.m.
12: 50-2: 5Op.m.

Wed,De<- 14

3:1~:lOp.m.

Thu.,Dec.15 6:00010:00P.M.
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Wed., Dec. 14 8:00-10:00P.M.
Thu.,Dee.15 S:50-7:5Op.m.
Moo., Dec. 12 5:50-7:5Op.m.

II.

I

Tbu.,Dec.15 5:50-7: 5Op. m.

I'I .
Tue.,Dec.13 8: 00011!:OOP.M. I
Fri., ='ec. lS 5:50-7:! "-'P-m. I
I
Fri., D~ 1~ , ,8:~10:00P .M.
I

Wed., Dec. 14 8:00010:00P.M.
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ACROSS
1 Xmaseall...
6 Swards
10 Haliclone
14 Bitler drug
15 Witticism
16 Ola time
period
17 Roman gods
18 USSR rive<
19 Pastoral
staffs
20 Anger
22 Boo!< source
240taGreat
Lake
26 Sounds
27 Displace
30 Weightunl1
31 PetitiOnS
32 Needful
37 MOT plus

21m1,
38
40
41
43
44
45
48
51

Arm bands
Succumb
Practiced
Haven
Strong dronk
FM receiver
Burning
Mixes

52 Give
54 Ape

58 Cover firmly
59 "Oll,ello"
villain
61 Aesop',
home
62 M..ple
63 Egyptian god
64 Excrete
65 Sediment
66 Meshes
67 Faculty
C)WN
1 Coarse corn
2 Winglike
3 Double
negative
4 Boob tubes
5 Separate
6 Blabbers
7 Possessive
8 Indicator
9 Shatter
10 Copy
11 Territories
12 SIerra 13 Stage tare
21 Toolbox

Today's
puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 5.
23 Bless'"Qs
25 Squatters
27 Utilizer
28 Uncovered
29 Genesis boy
33 Calming acts
34 Wedding
words
35 UK river
36 latvian
38 Dressing
39 ASi8l! longue

42 Eradicators
43 Mall cost
46 Darken
47 Eye parts
48 Shock: VBr,
49 Support
50 River bank
53 Tone down
55 It is so
56 Lob
57 Italian
60 Acquired
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United Way fund drive
brings in $46,905
By Dave Saelens
Staff Writer

The 1983 Carbondale united
Way Campaign, which ended in
October, wi.!! hold its Campaign
'83 Victory Party from 5 to 7
p.m. Tuesday at the Egyptian
Sports Center,
United Way Campaign
Coordinator for SIU-C Marian
Davis said the fundraiser
brought in $46,905 lor the 21
Cart,ondale comm~lnity
organizations which applied iur
funding.
Among the many groups
whieb planned activities to
raise money for the fundraiser,
one organization was instrumental in collecting $1,250
from SIU-C students - the
Mobalization of Volunteer
Effort.
Coordinator of MOVE Mark
Beveruige said that lhe group's
goal this year was $1,000 and
members were very excited
when they passed that goal. He
said some of the groups which
helped in the drive were Alpha
Phi Alpha with a donation of
$20&; Alpha ~au Omega with
$t50 and University Housing
with $763.

'*I Man(!I:3001.751.':15

"I think the key to our success
was the e(fort put out by the
residence ha\!s, Mae Smith
particularly," he said,
Beveridge said the Mae Smith
Hall Council donated about $550
of the $763 raised from
University Housing activities,
Linda Hagerman, a graduate
student who works with the Mae
Smith Hall Council as an advisor, said residents of Mae
Smith participated in a variety
of events to raise money for the
stt;dent drive,
of
the
biggest
One
moneymaking events the
council sponsored, she "ald,
wa!l a telethon held for one hour
at Mae Smith, which raised
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$265,

Publisher refuses to identify
himseif during court hearing
CHICAGO <AP} - Larry
Flynt, publisher of Hustler
magazine, refused to identify
himself before a federal
magistrate Sunday on ('harges
of violating travel restrictions
of his bond in a flag desecration
case in California.
At a hearing Sunday morning
before U.S. Magistrate Olga
Jurco, the publisher denied he
was Larry Flynt and said be
was invoking his c('nstitutional
right to a formal identification
hearing, That was scheduled for
Tuesday.
The 40-year-old Flynt, a
paraplegic, WlU: arrested by
FBI agents Saturday night in a
departure lounge at O'Hare
International Airport and was
chargerl with bond forfeiture.
The bond was set after he was
indicted by a federal grand jury
in Los Angeles Ias~ month on
cbarges of desecrating the
American flag by wearing it as
a diaper at a court appearance.
Assistant U.S.' attorney
Victoria Meyers said that if
necessary, witnesses will be
c'llled from Los Angeles, where

Flynt lives, to identify him in
court. Flynt was being beld at
the Metropolitan Correctional
Center pending his a;>pearance
l'uesday,
Flynt's arrest Saturday night,
while awaiting a connecting
Right to Cincinnati, was bis
second in three days on the bond
forfeiture charge.
He was picked up in Alaska on
Thursday while trying to
retrace the Right path of the
Korean airliner tlmt was shot
dOWl'l over Soviet airspace on
Sept. 1
""Y:lt, wbo was crippled by
gunshot wounds in a 1978
murdt'r attempt, bad said be
would parachute from a plane
at the spot that the Korean jet
was shot down in order to pl'Ove
his "conspiracy" theories.
The publisher bas been in and
out of federal court since he
revea1ed he had a tape that
purportP.dly showed that auto
magnate John Z. DeLorean and
his family were threatened if
DeLorean did not participate in
a $24 million cocaine deal.
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STUDENT CENTER CRA" SHOP .. SPC FINE ARTS
.
sponsors

TWO DA YS Otili. YI

Mon.-Tue•• December 5-6
1Gam untll6pm
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Campus Greeks bearing gifts
give a party for daycare kids

Suspect detained
by Illinois pl)lice
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. CAP)
- A suspect has heen detained
by IllillOis police for q'IeStioning
in the "puzzling" slayings of a
social security worker and her
disabied mother.
Calhoun County Cui"'l'ler
Ralph Phillips said Linda Gail
Griffith, 42, and Willie Griffitl
74, both of Jacksonville died
from multiple stab w~ds to
the face, hP.ad and back Their
bodies were fo:md on the floor of
their sitting room Friday rugbt
by a neighbo:-, he said.

By Debra Colburn
Staff Writer
Johann, 5, wants Santa to
bring him a sword to fight
dragons with and a whole set of
trains for Christmas. He was
olle of the children at Operation
Merry Christmas, a party for
daycare age children held
Frida, by the Inter-Greek
Council.
About 65 children between the
ages of 3 anti. 5 were expertC'<!,
according to Beb Craig, ICG
chairman. The Council has been
holding the party for several
years now.

::~NTHO~:S

Christopher, 4, said he waTlts
a big towt.; so it wiD be low to his
feet. Three-year-i)ld Julia said
she wants a Teddy Bear and a
kitty cat. "I'll call him Teddy
Bear," she said. The cat win be
named Tonto, she added.

··wY~p
,-

LetAn~hony's

Some Jf the more traditional
toys children asked for included
books, GI Joe dolls, cars and a
:.alking radio. One child wanted
a Christ'1las tree, while another
3umm",J up his list by saying he
wznted everything.

HeJp You Have
A Spectacular Christmas
This Season ...

-Pointsettas, Fresh Flowers Fresh
Christmas Greenery and al'l the
Magic of Christmas
Ib

816E. Main
529-5155

Bob Gatelis, alias Santa, &akes a ..otIIer Christmas order,
Alpha Phi Alpha put OD a pUJ'JJE:
show caDed "The Tinder Dolt".
'l'be movie, ''The »;)v Before

The children participated in a
tree decorating contest, a game
of pin the nose on the reindeer, a
bean bag tosl' and other games.

children.
Candy Davis, mother of
Nancy, 3, and Paul, 8 months,
said "I think it's a neat idea_"
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Christmas," was shown ;lt1d a
Christmas story ~s read to tilt:
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Oh. sure w:! could cut
down on Ito.. Site. USA
artificial c~se. skimp on
the items a~d then sell it
two for one. But we lust
don'l believe in doing
business that way.
For over 20 years, Wfive
been ",aking the best
pizza we know how, and
we've been delivering it
tree. in 30 min utes or Ies6.

r------------------·---~
S1.00oHanylS" pizza.
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.. -Anthony's Plants &. Flo'!rs - ..

Ten of the 21 sororities and
fraternities on campus took
pIacf' in the party, according to
Bob Melcher, IG<! member.

This is
no cheap
pizza!
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Santa Claus, played by Bob
Gatelis, was on hand to give out
gifts of puzzles, Ie go trucks,
crayons and coloring books to
the children. Gatelis is a
sophomore in business administration and is from the
fraternity, Delta Chi.
"When they asked me, I was
real up for it, excited," he said.
"I think they believe I'm
Santa."
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to blow off steam ~IDBG1'IE~
before final exams! ~

.-i~:rTJ'S WATERIN6 HOLEr-

WEDNE~j§>~ 7 Uft~~~~
All proceeds go to the Erma Hayes
Center Youth Program.

Maps given as part of service
If a tornado warning for
Williamson County appears on.
Carbondale resid"nts'
television screens, it's likely
that most of them will not be
alarmed, because most Car·
bondale residents don't know
that Williamson County adjoins
their own, says David Arey.
Geography De?8rtment head.
Three years ago former SiD
graduate stud,,-t Richard
Newcomb conduckd a poll on
tornado awareness in tornado
belt areas, and discovered that
out of 200 people, only eight
could name one cc:mty adjacent
to their own.
The importance of having this
knowledge lies in the fact that
the National Weather Service
uses <:ounties as reference
points in reporting tornadoes
and other severe weather
warnings and watches. said
('-rey.

Last summer the Geography
Department :;tarted a public
service to eliminate local
ignorance on the subject ~ let·
ters were sent to 50 radio
stations in the region stressing
the importance of knowin~
adjacent C()'mties .. <rea maps
are being distributed identifying counties in Southern
Illinois, southeastern Missouri,
southwestern Indiana, western
Kentucky and western Tennessee, and showing locations
and names of television weather
radar centers.
The maps are free and
available to everyone, AIey
said. Anyone who wants a map
should send a stamped, selfaddressed
business-size
envelope to: Count!' Map,
Department of Geography, SIU,
Carbon!tlli!. _ III
WOl

Staff Photo by ScOU Shaw

SIU-C student Mary Diver eKamines a vase during the Holiday Arts and Crafts Show.
Open

Craft show features everything
frolIl wooden insects to guitars
By Debra Colburn

SIaf. Writer

9Jf Gene Jantzen's owls could,
they might have eaten Don
Wadden's insects, and if they
had, those wooden owls would
have had mouths full of metal.
The owls and insects, as well
as musical instruments and
glass bulb Christmas ornaments, were among the more
unusual crafts being sold
Thursday and Friday at the
Holiday Arts and Crafts Show in
the Student Center.
Jantzen, a woodcarver from
Carlyle, started whittling items
for his mother when he was 10
years old. He has worked with
wood ever since.
"You either have it or you
don't," he said.
He prefers to do highly
stylized woodwork, but said, "It
has to look like the real thing or
people don't pay attention to it."
He also carves other animals,
walking sticks and match
holders.
\\I\ddell's craft began with
his fear of bugs. Now, he caDs
• •11 beautiful and said, "Thenif some beauty about an kinds
of insects."
e Makanda resident lulll
n sculpting bugs for the past
1 years and can produce three
ted insects in a day. He hc!o;
u e~ spark plug3, spoons,
typewriter and sewing nJachine

i

parts, and reeds from an organ
to create his incredible insects.
"It's like digging for treasure
'when I take a part a
typewriter," he said.
Bill and Lora Berg, of
Equality, build dulcimers,
mandolins and guitars for a
living. Berg began his craft by
working under a master violi...
maker in Chicago in. 1970. Lora
joined him in the business five
years ago. Tbey use woods from
cherry, walnut and poplar trees
as well as exotic woods (rom
Hawaii.
- The mounta'.n dulcimer and
the banj" are the only
traditional American instruments, according to the
Bergs. Tiw' dulcimer is the
easiest musical instrument to
learn to play, Lora said.
The Berg's dulcimers Cf'~." i,..
several shapes and woods. Each
instrument has its own distinct

sound due to its construction,
wood, shape and size. Tone
holes are carved by band into
\ the instruments. Some or the
designs are traditional and
others are the Bergs' own.
"We are trying to produce the
best musical instrument as
possible as far as a dulcimer is
concerned," Lora said.
Colored glass bulb Christmas
ornaments created by students
in the glass blowing program in
the School of Art were also sold
at the show. Students donated
their work and proceeds will go
back into the program.
To make the buibs, moltpn
glass was gathered from "
furnace set at 2,000 d~ees on
the end of a hollow stainJess
steel pipe called a blow pipe.
Air pressure was forced
thraugh the pipe and into the
interior of the glass. Tbe glass
bulbs hardened as they cooled.

Student falls to death in college prank
~ ITHACA, N.Y. (AP) ,- A
year~ld

m:-

Ithaca Conege student
fell four stories to his death
after comp:mions d.ved him to
try to jump into a stalled
elevator car, authorities said.
Paul
A.
Cohodes,
a
sophomore from Highland
Park, m., was trying to jump
into an elevator stopped between the fourth and fifth floors

of a 14-story dormitory
Saturday night, said college
spokesman John Lippincot.
His companions had stopped
the car between floors by
prying open its doors, and
apparently dared Cohodes to
try to jump up into the exposed,
bottom half of the car from the
fourth-floor hallway, said
Lippincot.
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What's up, Doc? Animation
drawings from Disney on sale
By Lisa Nichols
Staff Writer

Aadrew Lisee
Hans Christian And"rson. played by Cbarleit Parker, tells" story 10 schoolc:ldJdren,

Master storyteller celebrated
with song, dance .in McLeod
By Terry Levecke
Entertainment Editor
It \1:as a child's world this
week,~nd in McLeod Theater as
forces from the Theater
Department and the School of
MUSIC
presented
"Hans
Christian Andersen."
Music, song and dance were.
packed into the near two-hour
performance which told t.he
tales and gave a glimpse of the
life of the man who became
known as the master of story~
telling.
It was a cast and an audience
of all ages. The children's ensemble
performed quite
maturely but retained their
stage-presence
innocence,
making for quite an enertaining
show.
Graduate student Charles
Parker played Hans Christian
Andersen and was supported by
an equally talented Terry Lyles,
who played Peter, Andersen's
apprentice cobbler.
Parker's projection was
weak, and was sometimes
inaudible over the orchestra
and children's ensemble. Lyles,
however, had a well«veloped,
pleasing vocality. Twelve-yearold Lyles is a Murphysboro
resident.
The tales of ''Thumbelma,''
''The Ugly Duckling," "The
Little Mermaid," and "The
King's New Clothes" were
portrayed mostly through song,
which WGlS a little disappointing.
However, Parker demonstrated
his story-l:elling ability in his
characterization while telling
the story of "The Ugly
Duckling."
Linda Kostalik's performance
in "The Little Mermaid" was a
high point of the show. Her
performance was accented with
creative staging of the mermaid
and her cohorts swimming and
playing in the sea. Kostalik, a
member of the dance faculty,
WM supported by' ~~ ~
dancer l Randy BettiS, senIor m

fjATTERIE~
AUTOMOTIVE SIZES
NAME BRAND
FROM'29.M

SEDBAITERIES!'17.
(WITH TRADE-IN)
In Murphysboro, tolt. J27 North
to 'ndustrial Parlt Rd. (across
from McDonald's). Turn I./t at
/irst s·.,p Sign. th.n I./t agaill to
Assoclat.d Batmry Supply.
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The low energy level of
~
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physical education.
The set employed a clever
symbol, using a book as the
fra'lle of the backdrop and
turning pages to change the
scenes.
This production was one of the
biggest and most well-done
costuming efforts of the season.
The gowns of Madame Doro and
the Sea Witch's costumes were
particularly outstanding.
Costumes were designed by
Eelin Stewart-Harrison and
constructed under the supervision of Richard Boss.
Unfortunately, the imagery of
the story was not as vivid as the
costumes. Although the show
was ge3l'ed to children, that age
group probably bad difficulty
following some of the story line
because of words like ''mercenary" and ''immortality.''
Because it was difficult to
hear some of the key lines sung
by Parker, it also caused
confusion and added to the
failure to get some points
across.
'
There were also some
disappointing performances in
the key areas of this production.
Many of the dance ensemble
pieces were clumsy and shaky,
and the orchestra was overshadowed by a squeaking
trumpet player,

in the energy spent in the
matinee performed earlier that
day.
Regardless of the show's
lacking areas, the musical had
many humorous moments and
provided family entertainment
with light songs and large
production numbers which most
of the audience seemed to enjoy, bo~ an~ old.

Original animation cel
paintings of famous Walt
Disney and Warner Brothers
characters including Bugs
Bunny, Daffy Duck, Wile E.
Coyote, Donald Duck and
Mickey Mouse will be on sale in
the south escalator area of the
Student Center from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday and Tuesday.
The prints, which may be
purchased for $25 to $75, have
authenticated
by
been
specialists in original animation
art work from Gallery
Lainezberg of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. A representative from
the gallery will be on hand to
answer questions.
Animation cel paintin~s are
the paintings actually filmed in
making animated cartoons.
Each character is painted by
hand on a clear sheet of acetate,

placed against a background
painting and photographed, one
frame at a time, to create ~e
illusion of the cartoon character
in motion.
;
Some of the cels have been
signed by Academy Award.
winning animaters Chuck Jones
and Friz Freleng, which make
them more valuable. Many
people have begun collecting
cels oecause of their rarity alid
investment value.
More and more cultural value
is being placed on animation
art, as evidenced by exhibits on
display in New York's Museum
of Art and the Museum of
Modern Art. Special exhibits
have also been held at the
Library of Congress, New
York's Whitney Museum and
the Montreal Museum of Art.
The sale is heing sponsored by
SPC Fine Arts and the Student
Center Craft Shop.
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School of Art to hold aor.ual pr;ot sale

Rundgren pleasantly familiar
By Terry Levecke
Entertainment Editor
Opening to an enthusiastic
crowd who gave him a standing
ovation before he even played a
note, Todd Rundgren began and
continued the show at Shryock
Auditorium Saturday night just
about the same as he did tw(J
years ago.
The skinny, black-suited
entertainer combined videos
and pre-recorded backups by
Utopia with his virtuoso guitar
playing and vocals and his notso-well-rehearsed
piano
playing.
The audience sang along with
many of the familiar songs, and
many could probably have told
his familar jokes as well.
Despite his
redundancy,
however, Rundgren's shows
never fail to be entertaining.
Rundgren did show a new
video he has been working on,
which he introduced as "How I
spent my summer vacation."
He described the video as "Me
by me starring, all about me"
which he made for British
television .
Rundgren enjoys doing these
shows, he said in a video interview with WI DB Rock
Director Ken Krause after the
show, because they're easy easier on him and the crew and
also more financially practical.
, Rundgren also showed his
sensitive. depressing video that
accompanies
the
song
"Baglady."
Rundgren's sense of humor,
which is a big factor in his
character, was continued after
the show. When preparing for
the shud SPC video interview,
he sat down Hnd checked the
plant sitting on the table next to
him. remarking "Is it the
FBI?"
Rundgren W..lS a pioneer in
the music-video concept, but his
videos never show un on the
nation's biggest video vehicle,
Music Television. When asked if
he was resentful (or the absence
of his videos on that station, he
quickly replied with a note of
optimism, "No, I don't care."
"Most of what i.. on MTV I
don't find enjoyable to watch
anyway. It's not a question of
disappointment, it has to do
with the content of our videos. I
usually try to do something
different than what's on MTV,
and they want something that's
the same as what's on MTV.
They want girls being shot, and
semi-nude women having acts
of violence committed on
them," he flippantly repli1!d.
This is only the second date
Rundgren has played on this

some of their etchings. wood
cuts, lithographs and silk
scret:!1S which will be sold at
lower prices than they can be
purchased ei:.{'where.

The School of Art's third
annual print sale, which will be
running Wednesday through
Friday, promises to ofCl'!r
original Christmas gifts a:
prices that are ;:!esigned to fit
even the tightest budgets.
In an effort to raise money for
equipment for print making in
the School of Art. faculty
members, selected students and
visiting artists have donated

The sale will fEature prints by
Herbert Fink. Ed Shay and Joel
Feldman.
The sale will be held 10 am. to
5 p.m. Monday through FrIday
in Room 202 of
Hall.

GREAT SHAPES
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tour. Maybe that's one of the
reason for his blatant mistakes
on piano and missiDb a singing
cue.
He admitted to the below
average performance after the
show when Krause paid him a
"Fabulous show" compliment
by making a face of disgust.
Members of the audience
joined Todd on stage for his
hate-work anthem, "Bang The
Drum All Day," which was
played two years ago but not
released on a record until his '83
Spring release, "The Ever
Popular Tortured Artist Effect."
It was disappointing that
Rundgren did not play more off
his newer LPs, "Healing" and
"Tortured Artist," but the
music wizard still has enough. in
him to let him get away with
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School board split on how to
choose outstanding teachers
By Patrick Williams
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg

Ebony elegance
Models exbibit a variety of fashions during the
26th annual Ebony Fashion Fair held Thursday in
the ballrooms of the Student Center. More than 700
people atrended the event which featured 10
female ar.d two male models and work by

designers sucb as Missoni, Givenchy, Calvin
Klein. Christian Dior, Bill Blass and LouIs
Feraud. The local chapters of Alpha Kappa Alpha
and Gamma Kappa Omega sponsored the fashion
fair.

'Runlllllg Brave' wins the gold
as tale of Olyntpic hero's life
Bv Lisa Nichols
Siaff Writer
Billy Mills is the fi:-st and only
American to receive a gold
medal in the Olympic 10,000meter
l:ornpetition.
or
American Indian descent from
an im;>0verished South Dakota
reservation, Mills found the
determination and strength to
overcome weat physical and
mental obstacles to becorr,e an
Olympic champion in what is
widely regarded as the most
sensational UpSE't in the history
of the Games.
··Running Brave" stars
Robby Benson in thE' story of
Mills' life, from a 12-year-old
boy whose favorite pastime was
running across the t, ast Dakota
prairies. to all 18-year-old
student
on
an
athletic
scholarship at the University of
Kansas, to the surprise long-

GMovie

GRevlew

shot winner of the Olympic
10,OOO-meter competition.
Benson, an avid runner
himself, gives a very realistic
portrayal of the haiL-Sioux
running champion. In fact, it
was Mills himself who chose
Benson for the role.
Pat Hingle puts in a
believable performance as Bill
Easton, Mills' overbearing
coach at the university.
Easton tells the track team,
"I'm not interested in how you
play the game or if you did your
best. That just makes you feel
better if you lose. I'm interested
in winning."
This puts the pressure on
Mills, who must not only win in

TODD from Page 10
just about anything he wants
with his fans. His humor and
entertairJng ability grow old
very slowly.
Rundgren has been in the
business since his work with
Nazz in the late '60s. He has a
lot more going for him than just
his solo work and his w{lrk with
Utopia. It seems like hiS other
interesb are beginning to take
the front seat to his previous
prioirites
"I can change what I'm doir.g
at any time. There are other
things beside media type things
that I'm interested in," he said.
"I've been involved in this thing
long enough to know that I don't

TH:E GREAT
STEAK SALE
!All steaks are 50%
off. Stop in and take
advantage of this
supersale.

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
549-1312
101 S. Wall Street

track and keep up with school
work, but must also try to fit
into the white man's world. He
finds a couple of friends, but as
an Indian, isn't allowed into
their fraternity.
Claudia Cron plays Pat
Harris. Mills' girlfriend who
eventually marries him, Pat
&ives Mills some of the support
he needs to finish school and
strive to succeed in athletics.
But ultimately, it is Mills
himself who must resolve his
inner conflicts to obtain his goal
of Olympic gold.
·'Running Brave" is a
touching film that is well worth
seeing. The suspensE,-filled
scenes of the Olympic races
involve the viewer and make
him feel as if he were actually
watching Ilistory in the making.
Although some scenes drip with
sticky-sweet sentimentality, the
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549-7321

Love the way
you look and see
with Bausch £, Lomb
soft lenses.

BaUlCh &1.0mb 30 o.Y Soft tontacts ~
c
Ilndudee Extended W ... Soft Contaa., Profe...... 18"2':9
: ~xam. ~oId c.. KIt .net 90 ~ays
y

: DesIgner

Two Bit Night

Mon-Tu~-Wed

99

.

"4.49 or 2JS7.99

Family Pasta Nights

JM;:Sser appointment today'

'.'

53.89 or 2/16_99
l"tJ.:hll."t"IlI'."'''.tddt-t:tl~..,,'

-or- T.'1ke It Out
Eat It I"
E"'ra Specials - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ __.

1Soft ConuaI, Profession. Eye Exa.... Cold care KIt . C:-'._nd 90 o.ys ProfeaIoI ... Care. Try Soft CantKtI FREE
1ft our of'IIce.
.' .
...
'
1 - [ ,
,.;

'

~

SPECIAL PiZZA PRICES
EVERYDAY!

r----------~----------------------~
:AppO'lItnleftt
Date
nme
WIth
•
10 ..... & LQIIIb Soft ConUc:b -compiete InCludes:

..

Thomas said he, too, would
like to see some form of
recognition for teachers.

_~:~~~~S27.5:

ac~~ f~~n:aS!~~c~~ J::rii

shows Mills as a person, not
Mills as an athlete or Mills as an
Indian. "Running Brave"
do it for fame, so I do net have' shows Mills as someone much
to have people watch me aU the Eke the rest of us - someone
time, what some people feel is a trying to find a place for himself
ne('essary part of their in the world, and succeeding
existence."
brilliantly.

-Make your

Some form of reward for
outstanding teachers - but not
merit pay - will be created, if
the Carbondale grade school
board has its wish.
But first, a way has to be
found to identify those teachers.
The board was split between
those who wish to establish a
ri ..·.. ,·,:; .:.ystem to "'give some
strokes" to teachers, District 95
Superintendent Robert Thomas
said, and those who fear
politicizing the class room. such
as board member Gary
Highland.
Five of the board's seven
members voiced support for a
reward system, provided that
the district can devise a fair,
workable method of evaluation.
Board member Jack McKillip
said he thought the idea was a
good one, as long as the rewards
are not a condition of employment, wages or hours.
McKillip said he could envision

a 'Single larg;:: award per ye.:lr
for the outstanding teacher.
But Highland said any type elf
rewarc.b would be politic;jl and
detrimental
to
teachers'
morale.
Board merober Margaret
Crowe agreed witt. Highland.
Teaching is an art, she said, and
any judgment of best teacher
would be subjective.
i
Crowe said she would rather
see all teachers in the district
get a decent salary, rather than
singling out a few.
Board President Donald
Garner, who brought up the
issue of rewards, !'aid that
teachers are judged and
rewarded when they apply for a
position and when they are
awarded tenure. He said he
didn't see why the process of
evaluation and reward should
stop once teachers join the
district.

.
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IBHE approval .of

..

progralDs expected
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writ.er

Staff Photo by Seott Sbaw

Goalpost parade
A sign OD South IlIiDois Avenue yields to the north Indiana State Saturday. The goalpost ended up on'
goalpost following the Salol'. 23 to 7 win ov~r top of T.J. MeFly's.

Board of Health's budget cnt,
but elDployees to get pay hike
BI Dave Saelens
Staff Writer

Although the Jackson County
Board of Health's proposed
budget for next year was cut by
$15,000 by the Jackson County
Board, health department
employees will be receiving a 6
ps:cent pay raise effectiv~ Dec.
1.

At a meeting in their Mur·
physboro office Thursday,
health
board
members
discussed the county board's
recent decision to lower the
department's proposed budget
from $200,000 to $185,000.
Director Fred Siebenmann
said the couuty board also
authorized the health board to
increase health department
salaries as much as 8.5 percent;
but in an executive session,
health board members voted to
raise salaries only by' 6 J.'ercent.
Siebenmann
said
the
tuberculosis board, which is_
under the same rent agreement .
as the health deparbnent, also
received a budget decision by
the county board - their funding from the county was
eliminated.
"I don't understand the
thinking of couaty board

members," said health board
member Jo Ellen Leavitt. "It is
despicable. "
Health board president Dr.
Antoinette Thomas said the
county board's decisions
sounded like "pure vindictiveness. "
Because of tae decisions
made by the county board,
health
board
members
reconsidered the idea of mOving
their Murpbysboro office
facilities to Carbondale.
Lea..itt adder., however, that if
the board decid,~ ID "play cat
and mouse games with the
~ty board" by moving the
office to Carbondal!:, the only
people who wouid suffer would
be the people which are served
by the health department.
Boord member.s decided to
keep the county board's actions
in mind for future decisions and
ratified the rent agreement with
their landlord, Mark Kennedy
of Kennedy's Real Estate. The
new lease was created at a
special meeting of the department last month when board
members negotiated with
Kennedy lin a one-year lease at
$1.450 per month.

Christmas Specials
N,. I fhk c,jiMf QUlINy '1.89, bur' (Hf

"""",1 Tlnldm HiJf W"" H"", "59~95
Large selection of hand and power
tools for Christmas
Very ~ selection of
reat wOod panel!ng

Meny Chrlstmasl.
PYRAMID LUMBER INC.

Paie 12, Daily

~gyptian,

December S, 1983

At that meeting, the· board
decided to keep their Murphysboro residence, but keep
looking for a site to build an
office which will combine the
Carbondale and Murphysboro
oCfices.
At the meeting Tt.ursday,
Siebenmann presented a list of
potential building sites which
mcluded the old Kroger building
in Murphysboro, and a site at
600 E. College in Carbondale.
The board then voted to give
Siebenmann the authority to
open negotiations with the
owner of one potential site
located between Carbondale
and Murphysboro.
Although Siebenmann as)'ed
that the landholder's name not
be revealed until negotiations
had been started, he did say the
deparbnent will ma·.e a $35,OCO
offer on '.he 5.5 aCI ~ site.

John Guyon, vice president
for academic affairs, said he
anticipates "positive action"
from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education for approval
of an associate degree program
in Aviation Flight and a
master': tiegree program in
Telecommunications.
The IDHE will con!:ider Ule
recommendations Tuesday and
also act on a proposal .!'.at
would grant $116,U5 to Morris
Library to complete the conversion of materials for
borrowing and lendir.g through
the state's Library Computer
System, which i~ already being
used.
Through th.~ grant, SIU-C
would
begin
converting
periodicals, serial holdings,
anaiytics and dissertations.
SIU-C has completed conversion of all other materials
through a previous grant.
Guyon said Ulat he knew of no
rationale by tt~ IBHE for not
approving the new degree
programs, which have been "in
the making" for a r.ouple of
years.
The aviation flight program,
which would be offered by the
School of Technical Careers,
would combine existing courses
leading to eight more Federal
Aviation Administration flight
certifh.:ates with the general
education requirements expected for an associate degree
program.
Graduates would be prepared
to serve as p: JfessionaI COI!Imerdal pilots in the industry,
the proposal states.
STC already offers 11 FAA
flight certificates :md associate
degrets in avionics and avaition
t~chnoiogy and a bachelor's
degree in technical careers,
aviation management

. :;.

spec iaIizlltion.
A
teiecommunicatiom
master's program would ad·
dress "new and emerging
telecommunication
~echnologjes," the proposal
states. ThE: program would be
offered by the Radio and
Television Department in
cooperation with the Cinema
and Photogr< phy Department
The curriculum would CJnsist
of course wurk in research and
policy, al1dience analysis and
ratings, management and the
effects teJec'lr.lmunications
have on society.
The proposal statt:5 that
gradua tes would. be prepared
for le.ldershir positions in
broadcasting, cable systems
and
industries
using
telecOl-:J munica tion
technologies.
In 1982, the m~ster's program
in Public Visual
Com·
munications was eliminated
hc:cause it "was not well
defined," the proposal states.
Th,e new program wou!d attempt to address the needs that
the other program failed to.
Guyon said he sees a
"positive outcome" from the
programs for communicathms,
fine arts and STC faculty.
"Most faculty in those
departments will be happy to
get final approval of the
programs and get on with the
implementation process," he
said.
If the University's request is
approved,
implementat.ion
would begin in the fall of 1984,
when students would be ad.mitted into the programs.

The IBRE approved a
$200,000 appropriation for fiscal
year 1984 for the si.ate's
program, and Eastern illinois
University received $67,100 of
that in July.
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SWIMMERS
from Page 19

SALUKIS from Page 20
we're not making any excuses
:lbout the game. We never got
out of the holE' after ollr first
drive."
Raetz refused to use the
weather as a possible factor
that might have hurt his squad.
"We ~Jld to play in the ra.in
against Florida State (in a 17·13
loss)," Raetz said. "Both teams
had to play in the same weather
conditions dnd Southern's
defense took away a heckuva lot
more than what the weather
did."
AF'TER ISU TOOK a 7-0 lead
at 6:42 of the firat quarter, the
Salukis
mounted
their
comeback.
A 34-yard field goal by Ron
Miller, who tied an SIU-C
record for field goals in a game
with three, made the SCGre 7-3
with just under two minute<, left
in the first quarter.
Two Saluki drives later found
SIU-C starting at the ISU 43yard line. Quarterback Rick
Johnson completed two passes
in the drive, one to split end
James Stevenson for 17 yards
and the other to tight end Carey
Shephard for 18 yards. On
fourth-and-goal from the I-yard
line. fullback Corky Field
scored his first of two touchdowns to put SIU-C ahead for
good at 10-7 with 9:28 left in the
h.11f.
sm -C picked up where it left
of~ on its next drive. Starting
frem the ISU 38-yard line,
Johnson completed a 22-yarr!
pass to Shephard in a drive that
moved 31 yards before Miller
ended the first-half scorillg with
a 24-yatd field goal to make the
score 13-7.

SANDWICHED BETWEEN
those two ISU drives was a 10minute, 14-second Saluki drive
that, although it ended in a field.
goal attempt that slipped
through holder Darren Dixon's
hands, left the Sycamores just
2:30 on the clock and 85 yards
away from the end zone.
The Salukis' three-week
layoff from their regular season
finale to their first playoff game
resulted in a healthy SIU-C
squad, especially Terry Taylor,
who may have played his flnpst
game of the year Saturday.
Taylor intercepted two passes
and recovered line fumble, and
he did it with three professional
SCOJts watching, Dempsey said.
"The layoff hel~Jed me a lot,"
Taylor said. "I got a chance to
heal. My knee':; not bothering
me anymore,"
Both of Taylor's interceptious
came when the secondary was
in man-ta-man coverage. After
the lllinois State game, Dempsey said Taylor had told him he
could p.\ay only zone defense
because of his injured knee, but
Saturday Taylor was in Cine
form, as was the defensive front
line.

disapp~inted 'With the per·
formance of his squad.
"I know the girls are a little
Ipt down by this. ] just hope they
h... ve the confidence in themselves to bounce back from it,"
Hill said. "I'm aot disappointed
with them."
"Top finishers for the women
Saluki's were Armi AiraksitJeJ,
who was third in the 200 fre*,
sixth in the 200 fly and eighth in
the 100 free. Wendy Irick also
turned in some 600d performances, finishing fifth in the
200 backstroke, and 10th in the
100 back and 1,650 free.
Roxanne Carlton was third in
the 1,650 free and seventh in the
500 free. Stacy Westfall was
sixth In the 1,650 and 12th in the
200 fly. Amanda Martin was
fourth in the 100 and 200 breast
and Pam Ratcliffe was sixth in
the 200 1M and ninth in the 400
1M.
Janie Coontz finished seventh
In the 400 1M and 12th in the 200
free.
"We paid the price for all the
hard training," Hill said. "The
other teams were rested and
ready to go."
"We'll save our tapering and
shaving for meet a ~ctle c1o..'fr
to the NCAAs."

"TIlEY WHIPPED them at
th'! line of f'crimmage,"
Dempsey said. "Ken Foster
was
just
outstanding."
Foster, a defensive tackle,
made 11 tackles, five of them
for losses, one fumble recovery
and one and half quarterback
sacks.
Foster said that playing
Indiana State earlier in the
season was a plus for the
Salukis.
"It worked out to our adStaff Photo by Scott Shaw
vantage," Foster said. "We had
DEMPSEY SAID the the. studied the ofiense that they Fallback Corky Field. left. backed by an umbrella-toling crowd of
about 8,000. turns upfleld behind the blocking of Saluld offeDslve
special teams had to make ran. real wen."
~I)mething happen Saturday,
Johnson led the Salukis, tackle Ralph Van Dyke.
and they did. Punting from completing eight of 12 passes
about his 100yard line midway for 129 yards and a 13-7 halftime tempts for 174 yards.
through the third quarter, ISU's lead, blJt he said he was not
Shephard was another Saluki
Chuck Standiford gra.bbed a surprised by his success in the who benefitted from the layoff.
bad snap and was tackled to) rain.
Shephard. who had four
Yoo're Direct
for Jewelry
cornerback Terry Taylor, who
"When I was in high school," receptions for 00 yards, went
had just,barely missed blocking Johnson said, "a guy told me . down in the ISU game Oct. 22
an earlier punt, at the n-yard that when it was wet and you with tom cartilage in his knee
line.
had a dry ball, the advantage and was making his first game
14K Pinky
RubYI~d
Saluki tailback Derrick was to the offense."
appearance since then.
$12&Up
Sapprure 14K
Taylor ran around right end on
Johnson said that tbe
Shephard said he was looking
first down to the 2-yard line. defensive backs were at a forward to playing, but that the
Earrings $24
Two plays later, Field plowed disadvantage of not knowing weather did Mt bother him.
across the goal line from the 1- where the receivers were going
"We were going to pass,
nds
14 K Gold
yard line to made the score 20-7 to make their cuts on the wet regardless if it was wet or dry,"
with 5: 34 left in the third field.
Shephard said. "The weather
Lockets
quarter.
doesn't matter too much as long
The two squads exchanged
TP..E SALlTKISwere forced to as we have a dry ball."
ali
off
fumbles cn their next two series come fromoehind, but Johnson
Johnson said, "I like throwing
before SIU-C took over the ball said he does not mind doing to Carey. He's got great hancb
at the ISU 34-yart;! line. After that.
and he knows how to get open."
moving 14 yards on five plays,
"I've said it before that
Miller kicked a 37-yard field sometimes it's frn to come back
TIlE PASSING attack was
goal that put the Salukis up 23-7. from behind," Johnson said, 'lOt all of the offense SIU-C had
Quality handmade grandfather & mantel clocks. ~.
More importantly, though, "but I'd rather score the first
going. The SalukI grOUDO game
after the field goal, ISU needed touchdown. "
rushed for 157 yards on 65
North Star Creations
Johnson finished the game carries, losing just one fumble
two touchdowns and a pair of
717 S.llL 457-8533
with
12
completions
in
23
atNext to ~ C1eaners
in the process.
twa-point conversions to tie the
game.
ISU's last two cilances to put
something together splashed
away a little bit more each time
one of Miller's six straight
incompletions on two can·
secutive drives hit the artificial
Offered by the Department of Accounting & the Col!ege of Business and Administration
turf.

NorthStar'

Creations

SoJrce

Alli='k

50"
50"
Christmas Special

Opal Snowflake Earrings 60% off'

CPA Review Program

'Coverage will include all four u;'I!:!s of the C"A Exam: theory, practice. auditing, and low.

"The program is open to anyone who will qualify to sit for the Uniform CPA Exam; the pros~am does
carry degree credit.
"Enrollment is limited· prompt opplj.::otion is recommended. Applications must be received by
De.:ember 20, )983, ond pay,...e"ts by January )6, )984.
·There will be 2) half-day s<rtssions p:us two full-day practice examination sessions.
·The course will be held from January 2) fhrough April 28, )984, and will meet every Saturday
with the exception of two (March 10 and March 17).
"All sessions will meet from 8:30-12 and 1~:30 in Rehn Hall, Southern illinois University at
Carbondale. There will be, na afternoon senion on April 28.

InformatIon and applications are available by contacting:
NANCY MORRILL-CPA REVIEW PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
232 REHN HALL.DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION
453·2219
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Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale
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.. C1asll,," information RaIe8
.. IS Word Minimum

m~~.!u~l~io~

GRAI)UATlNG' MUST SELL! ' 76

dav.

1973 DUSTER,
6 cylinder,
dependable. $300. 529-4ti94
3929Aa70

cent. per word
Two DaJII-9 cents JIef word, per

ThrH or Foor Days-!I cents, per

.

·'j.~~·e~ru~bie 08ys-1 cents per
"~:n 8:':U ~"fteeu Day!1--6 cent.

word. per day.
I I'"Tw""y
or More Days-S

I

I"'r word, per day.

cents

Il:00

IK'OO

to appear in next day's

~t~~~~~~ntioo~xmi~in~~
Jay's publication.

The DaDy Egyptian l"annot be
I ~spons;ble for more tba .. one
tlay's j,correct Insertion. Ad,uli.ers art rf'sponslble for,

~~~~l= n~Vtt~'r.::tenJ ::

ad ....rtlser .. blch le!I!Iea the value
of the advertisement ... 1II be ad-

=

~=:ily~for~r~~d...btP::,a!":n:i
~
~:~ c::~:'a~t!.~ ~fUs~ 1;~:

o

I

SUDE TROMBON~ SUPER
deluxe Ghetson, SI00, Call 549-5123,
after 1 p.m.
3882An70_

DATSUN 610 STATION Wagon

t~!r.E~~ll~. ;~I.!rtt;~ce ~~:

t::f . 'M~~~ f~:If.ra5~;~~~18 $~f~r
FOR S.'\LE-1972 Ford Tornino.
P. S.. air, excellent condition.
$800 or best offer. 457·7251 after 5
p.m.
3935Aa74

Mobile Hm" ••
FOR SALE. lOx50, Large covered
{r.r~~b. i,n d~~~:.p~~~

12X60 TWO BEDROOM. Good
condition. furnished. shed, washer,

YAMAHA R-700 $470 $374

1976 CUTLASS OLDSMOBILE.
Excellent conditions. New tires. 8
track. Must sell! 529-2560, = ' 7 7

r~~Jec~~n:c:~~re:c wlt~r.
sewer, tras~ £icku P. Shady,
~~eful Cedar

ane. ~s:i.i

8x40 FURNISHED, SKIRTE~,
just painted, tool shed, fenced
yard, near Carbondale in country
sett~. Must sell ASAP. $1600 or
best 0 ~~" 349-5435

Part. & Service,

FANTASTIC BUY! 1972 LaSalle

ALTERNATORS AND STARTERS Rebuilt. Lowest prices in
Southern Illinois. K " K

964-1697.

B3m8Ab87.

MotQreycle.

'Automobile.
·1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck.
Automatic. 360 engine. $!995. Call
1549-3000.
B3398Aa75
'1968 KARMEN GHIA.

:~f~~~nt~r~ab :~;r~il:-n

198' YAMAHA SECA 750 Vance
Hines header. Excellent cond.i.tion.
Inclu(·!es cover and helmet. $1200.
529-101ll.

~t~e47r.~dable. $700a:7~ft

DATSUN 280Z, 1976, air. 4 speed.
excellent condition .. $5000. 5491091.
3726Aa70

!m

3'rI9AIt12

A classic

lI4USTANG-COBRA 4-~

~.cod:fl~~~ lootin:&l~:S
1977 MG MIDGET convertible.

~~-:fj?:v=:-~2~~:

day

INSURANCE
Low Mo.orcycle Rates

Also

.......... MoW.......
Health.1nlhWua1 & Graup

AYALA INSURANCE
457-4123

3702Aa70

1978 V. W.

RABBIT.

Am-Fm

Cassette, excellent condition. $2500
OBO. 457-Trl2.
3719Aa70

~oo~J!?'olr:;·:;~~ engine,
3715Aa70

1m VOLARE DEPENDABLE.

New batl~ muffler, 56,000
miles, $500.
1 after ~74

• ealht._.
OWNERS MUST SELL. Make
offer - bames from $18.IIO().$8O,OOO.
We can help arran§.~.!!_~anclDg.
Call for details. C'e.~~1 House
of Realty, Carbondale, B~d82
WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful
lots in Heritage Hills, Carbondale.
3714Ad85
Call 529-1196.

~~,~8er~~4~~~nditiOD,
3813Aa76

1973 V. W. SUPER Beetle. AM-FM

~~~7~'

gaud

~~~

1976 MG MIDGET, Beautifullittie
ear, bo~ in great shape,
y perfect. ~~

Mr. IllGIfhe..you must ...
. . a...ttfuI .. bedroom hom..
Large family room with fl,...

1973 PLYMOUTH FURY

m,

4-

~u:.0Sl:~c7r.~ ~esA~

3889Aa70

1975 DODGE DART. Must sell,
good condition. $850.00. 5:9-3679.
3913Aa71

1972 TOYOTA MARK II, RUllI
~,$375, 457-8878 aftel' 61:5Aa71

~~~~~~~~~
3894Aa71

457-3870.

1974 DATSUN, !! door, 4 speed, runs
good, $225, 457-8878.
3896Aa71

1• •*..........,.,.. In '.W.
Very aHractlve 2 bedroom.
beell..,t Inv..fme"t for the
cleKrlminatlng ""Yet'. Walk
to eampu.& National Food..
Owner will flnane. at 11".

0

,<.J

l'llf 14, Daily Egypt!an,

l2xiiO TOWNCRAFT. FRONT and
rear bedrooms, I.". baths. Car-

ru~:J:'N~'i~=~sra*a~
3968Ae74

Only $4350. 549-5819.

MI,eelianeou.

~~=:.r~~. ~~~~.
~~
00 Old 51. 549-1782.
B3224At7O
kIRBY CLASSIC III w-aUach .
ShamPQOer, t3ndibutler, com-

LIST

LIST

JVC
A-X 40
A-X 30
A-K 10

Call 684-4145.

NOW TAKING SPRING contracts
1·2 bedrooms furnished apts. 2
bedroom unfurnished duplex. 5291735. 457-6956.
35328a79

CI.EAIlANCE

$280
$230

$224
$HU

$150

$118.75

LIST

aEAlANCE

$220

$139.95

$200

$162.50

LIST

CLEAAANCl

$3OOpr

~187.50pr

SPRING

great roommates, C

457~74

HUGE. CLEAN, QUIET One
bedroom apartment. III block

g~mberc1~~~~:r5~r.ailable
3666Ba77

ENERGY EFFICIENT APARTMENT. Newer one bedroom, well
insulated with electric baseboard
heal, air, furnished. close to

INAKI. .
JVC
·SK·5O

'3UBLEASE:

~:!~~ErUm~~£ ~~~fk

TUIINTAIUI
JVC
QLA51
TECHNICS
SLQ-20

B3438Ban

.

$136
$218.40

$210
$330

AM"

~ ~~~~~ai~~~~md~il~sw:1t

CLEARANCE

~~~i&~Te j~ l~t~~~~th~~i4:
2533.

B3682Ba84

":lOSE OUT ON ALL MOBILE
FIDELITY ALBUMS,
$11.00 EACH

EFFICIENCY, 12 MIN. to SlU-C.
8uiet, Country Iivin~, washer,

~~
';49.,501

~~ ~~~~~M. i~~'

~f~it~~~~\~~are OU~~~4
miles east. ~o dogs, $17r.54i1-2258.
3741Ba75

457·0375

WOODHOLLOW APARTMENT~
NOW lea~ing. Furnished or un-

RED TAG
SALEI

::~::~e .!:::t~f~a8:~~

=.

near Carterville. Newly carpeted'
electric heat· water and trash
pickup included. No
Call
hlghts 1.J¥n-3944 or 1.J¥n _BaSS

SAVE" to $100
ON NEW AND USED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
AND ACCESSORIES.

CLEAN EFFICIENCY APART-

:~71~le g~e

Ilo

~'u~g~.

~=:~tic ~ti~~~~~d

AUDIO SPECIALISTS

OLIN SKIS, l8Ocm, Soloman
bindiIlgs, Humaaic boots, size 1~
10."., SCott poles. $100. 54~

126 S.III. Av••
549·1495
aca,...oM OlD lItAIN STATION

TWO AND THREE bedroom

PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS!

T_V.REPAIR
FREE ESTIMATES

m=nt.~~~~J~'
l:!~
for Christmas delivery. $11.00 each

9O-DA Y GUARANTEE
RENT NEW T.V:S $4IWK
NEW & USED T. V. 'S FOR SALE
715 S.lIIinois, C'dole

SUBLEASE SPRING - SUMMER
optional. ~ciOUS three bedroom
~;;m~~~J1 during ~W:A

6
3679Am

~~v:nfrs~\O o~r~i~'

ANTIQUE OAK

38IBAf'74

CHU~A

cabinet,

~~ ~~~1.BIRD Feed~

A-1 T.V.

facilities. Call 457·5340 or 684-Z418.

3&92Ba75

~~1fii~i:e-:.~ 1-=lr~j:~-

GOOD PRlCES-GREAT location.

~:~5~ ~m~~s~r:ftB~:

.'7-7009

furnished, centrally air conmUDDed, free watel arid trash plcklIP, walk to campus, available for
spring. Good prices. 457-332ainBaTl

Pat. & Sup pile.
AKC
REGISTER~D
DALMA:rIOI:'! HUPPies. R~dy to

COME SEE PARKTOWN

::rc!t1e

Cli~i~. One and two bedroom
apartments available. 457~Ba77

. Bicycle.
t~2~&~~cfi.r:.rS!~~~~:.ace ~~lg'tig~~~~~ t~~~
3939Am
MOVING SALE.

A~rt-

~~iO~o:~§oo p~r::.ch. JJ:.
rv~ioB~~~

~B;'~,~v!~~~ ~lt~~.

FURNITURE

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED

MARANTZ 2225. RECEIVER, 25
watts, $125, 457-8585, eVeni~

SCHWINN VARSITY GOOD
condition, $100, or brand new
~;:;r Super Sport, ~~

$250 month, 549-5616. Liz or Pat.
3897Ba77

• Acre ........ CoNen area,
10 hone-Pail bam plw 2 kIrge
barn. & 2 bedroom home,
Property fenced & crou fenced
1 aCre -pando 20 mln_ ~rom
Carbandale. Call Jim Lambert,

TECHNICS AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE, SL-D303. Seldom used.
$130, rlJ1D, call 529-:.637. 3&13Ag72

Camera

6529 .. \vaiIable December 16.
3!l51BaTl

$69-3375

HEWLETT-PACKARD
PROGRAMMABLE
CALCULATOR. The HP-tICV with
Extended functions - Memory

:1;:'l T

:~C:.e~~.dC~~~~7 ~~~;;

PM.

Mu.lcal

c...... In............. We
have new duplllX. . and large
auortment Of .tudent hauH.
& apartment bulldlnp.

iElectronle.

3729Ag70

STEREO RECEIVER T~HIBA,
$70.00. 12" black anil white TV,
$35.00. Sony Beta Mull, $200. 5490863.

~i~en~O!~a\Yag~mlri':~efa'illi.
EFFICIENCY APARTMEN'r TO

~~;:.eiui~u~~S~~ih:.:~~e J,~

---------------FOR RENT,
SPM~HJUS

BOLEX H85 RAILLARD movie
camera with paJH:!inor F .. - 4Omm.
Lens, otber super 8 and 16mm
p
mer. $200. :Jlg~I:t
p

2-3
Bedroom, 1st floor apt. Close to

~~re~', ~~:!virnega~ ~~

entrance, large screened-in froot

~~anrw,::..
rv~~~ '=~
as PllSSible. $450 per month. Call

levels

GUITAR LESSONS. MOST
and styles, incIudin~lamenco.
Call Sain Reeves, 687
_An77

5!~~:~~:£~' at5~~~~~

SUBLEASE COZY EFFIClENCV
December rent free, furnished, 1
block from strip, campus. $175month. 529-5832,
3944Ba74

:R3Ag70

MUST Sr:LL. LOWREY HoUldsJ'

COMPUTERS &
ACCESSORIES

~d", Paid s:tOOO in 1982, will se

f:n:g'~ht~ MU:S~'WillC~f:e

until Chnstmall, 536-1101. 381211.n71

SUBLEASE:
SPRING
SEMESTER. Clean, S~cious, 1Bdrm. apt. Furnished, low rent,
water included. Near University
Mall. Call 549-6549 after 8P:nn.:sBa72

,. COMMOOOltI. KA YNO.

=

,~~

CARBONDALE,
12x52.
RICHLAND. Front and rear
bedrooms, 1 a-c, insulated underpinning. $3600, 1-985-6602
3940Ae77

TUN."
JVC
T-X 1
T-X6

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. One bedroom furnished apartment, air, absolutely

$300, Bob529-2652after5:~i74

Call Lori Lam, 549-3375.

per, air croise, new brakell,
~. $2500, 549-7184.
3898AaTl

~!a~~g~}~~~t!~e~:tJ

1',2 BEDRCf)M TRAILER for sale.
$1400 or best l>!fer. 549-2831.
39'S1Af!12

dorhes, sofa, Hallmark Xmall
ornaments. 529-1584.
3866Af70

:z!r~~~~~O~~~~RJ~~

·r·

~7:::'~~~~~1~~ie~:iJ'!!t~t

tf~u~r:~r IB~OC:iemr:~::,beg:g~

~a70

$2950. 549-6546.

lOx 50 GAS HEAT. Central air.
beautiful veneer interior, Un-

Call Lori lam 5A9-3375.

1979 VW RABBIT Custom, white,

~x~eeW!~1~o:!n-:i':n~rl:: ~:

3835Ae74

835-1085.

wetJ, must sell, $600 O. B. B. 6lrl-

r...

~atien:la!:o~iJlti:~ ~

pIeD. ,..", .,..,. erniNntIa
tloee tv Unlvenlty Mall. Call

:=c

$711{) OR BEST offer and free
Moped (motorcycle). I'm sell!ng
my car, 1967 Plymouth. Running
~, new tires radio, achea~
:;!~~n. Ca b 529-1635'~Tl

ev=rm

~~II~rc.s'1r~~::~s~.r.e~'g:~:~

, 78 Bi.n.:r:: MONTE Carlo brown

find. For more information call
529-9472 or &to&t and see 250 S.
~;:;i~ri~:~~' 1 m-4pm. ~~:-h

BEAUTIFUL LOCATION. 1Ox50
New Moon. Carpeted, appliances.
a.c., semi-furnisbed, Unde~inne~

::s~ b~ a~o~~:h\bo:.a~rac1eth!

.

~~ftih:~a~~er~(u::sn;~ !Hl

l'EMO CLEARANCE
SALE

'ull Factary Warranty
IIClIVI..
UST CI.EAIlANCE

CHEVY IMPALA PARTS for sale
or $100 for car. 457-0536. 3965Aa74

FOR SALE

DUNN APARTMENTS NOW
leasing furnished one bedroom
'1partments for spring and sumner. Pool, tenDls court, laun·

~~~:~10~~r:~a~a;.~~t:,a~5~;J;j

3701Ae71

,

Apartments

anTwater heater. storage shed,
partially shaded lot, $2500, 684-2704
3794Ae77

O. B. O. 457-5996.

~~d~~~n;:~~u~fY l~

FOR RENT

:;:lh·n!~fiJ>~wn~~:'fUm~~;

~-~p~~~;;ro~~rleAfo~~":rsfz~'

Ca.r valued at $) 000. 687-2217 or 4576924
3950Aa72

I

10X50 NEWLY REMODELED

m:Ke~~rwc'::~~~~!i"llt~~~

must be
for '.hO!le
accounts with establiShed credit

W~~ ~rie~~gi~~ ~~Ia~~nFar;:

~S~\~~a: ~k~~t~ '1ive~~~

~~~!t18~:00 or week=A~;

nc~i~r~~;:~:
paid in advance exc~

3860Ag71

rehea rsal &. recordinf.s studio &.

day', lsane.

the rate applicable for the numb!!r
of insertions it apl?f.'ars. There WID

o

52!0-391R

~~~~a'l;I~:6:8~~~~~'

5:30p.m. No answer call54~76

h~~~~!':F:~t p~~:~i!:t"~o~!

summCORE YOUR CHRIST·
MAS music store MXR foot

BOSE 901 SERIES 4. $570. Paul,

MUST SELL 1974 Vf!ga, 1972
Midg£:t. 1972 T;'ord Van, 1969 VW
Van, 1978 SIIZUIti 550, 1976 Monza,
1970 VW for parts, 1967 Honda 3Of>,
motoreycle trailer. 457-5195
evenings or weekends. 3925Aa70

~O"U1.AD FOII_..

S89 95

COMPUTIII DKlALIS1S
S2t.4llt - lit L III. A_
(aero.. from !fie olcllrOln alOllon)

COMMERCIALLYOWftti!;O. COIN
operated
Jukebox.
Perfect
working condition. Ut! to 9 speaker
capabilit)'._Recerdll included.
$450.00. ~I~.
38l1An71

...
,-.....,.-----

~mber 5, 1983

•

to . . . . . . . . .

~

.. ,

.....................

t

~~~~E ~,~~ ~~r~mheO~tset~ I

Hocks from campus.

54~5129.

3949Ba77
NEWER

ONE

BEDROOM,

~~~~:':~~0~=ntit~8~~~

I.

Now Renting for ra'i and Spring.
Efficienci.s and I bedroom ap" No
pet •. laundry fociliti .. .
Py.....
(2 blk •. 'rom Campus)

"6S. . ."'"....

54_9....,-2,...454
83739Ba72 , '--_.....
_ _..
_'_7_-7_...
_ '_ _

529-3....81

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED,

~onr:.·. pr:~'ili:~·. ~~i.$2S0-

COME SEE
PARKTOWN APARTMENTS
TODAY

LARGE. FURNISHED, EF·
FICIENCY al1artment includes

Perfect for professio"als. 900 + ..q.
I'. Air. carpe'ed. pa'io. li'Jhted
parking. and cabl. TV. Behind Cor·
bondal. Clinic. One and Two bed·

S.i746Ba72

:i:~~i~:~.~~'

One
B3740Ba70

room apartments available

CAMBRIA-COZY I bedroom
furnished apartment. Ideal for

WOODRUFF SERVICES
457-3321

~e:i~~esnc~ur~~n~irJ.l~~?~~~

after 5:00 p.m.

ONE BEDROOM

JUST REMODELED. THREE
bedroom apartments. W. Pecan.

FURNISHED APARTMENT

~~~::e~ft;i~~a:'~~~

Carpeted, Water and
Sewer Included
.. Blocks From Campus

837568a70

MURPHYSBORO. THREE ROOM
furnished apartment. Gas heat,

~~'!n~o:w.l:J~~ t~&:~·

COTTAGE. CARBONDALE. ONE
Male or Married couy,le. No

~?7:m ~~p~otorcyc ~26~671
CARBONDAL~,

FOUR
BEDROOM House. 403 West

~.!::s~:r. cal1r.~~~. ~~~

LARGE 4 BEDROOM house. Quiet
area. Need one roommate,
Completely furnished. Call 5492529.
3831Rb77
NICE TWO BEDROOM

2 car

WANTED: ONE FEMALE to

c~~!~~ twon~:t~oomr:rUar~i~::J:

EXCEPTIONAL

;WS~~~gh~~rde~o~:d!PJ}r~~
property. 1-833-2257.

3843Bh87

529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B33OIIBb75

COZY 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT. Furnished. $240·montb,
Available mid-December. ~2S96.
39168874

SIX BEDROOM FURNISHED
house with two baths. Two blocks

=~'isngsear.~~1~~fa~
;:>~~~~~Ca=1~

MUST SUBL.li:ASE - MOVING - 2
bedroom furnished apt. fer 1 or 2

~~~. ~~~e ~'f'f~ ~r~:Js~~

for

3844Bb87

:J917Ban

~:nc!G~. -m~~J:!~

3694Bc70

NICE COMFORTABLE TWO
bedroom IOx50. Fully furnished,

ONE OR TWO subleasers needed
for spring semester. Great
location. own room. Rent $82.00.
For more information call
Margaret 529-2582.
3955Bb274

B3552Bbao

FOUR BEDROOM SPLIT·LEVEL
bouse. l'It miles east on Park
from Wall, two people need 2 more,

CALL BETWEEN 9 AND lIA.M.

3-4

BEDRM.

~C:~;nabl:~r!~bt~ can~C~~n,:

reasonable rates and of course
reasonable rent Call54!H26:l.
3696Bb70

529-1149

Now .entlne For Sprlne
Hou_ CI_ to Campus

~Ifp ~v~~a~ ~~~~~~bondiile
3805Bc77
MURPHYSBORO,
PRIVATE
LOCATION. Central air. clean

~f~r~~~: ~t~~·J:~f:.ts,

• Furnished or Unfurnished
~-ledrqam:

«15 S .....erage
113S. For...t
303 S. For"t
406 Cherty C....rt

3-lIedroom:

i"

~IOS.A...
406 S. Un"' ...

52'-1012

13

!2t-3'"

TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE,
excellent condition, two blocks

THREE
BEDROOM
UN·
FURN ISHED one block from
campus, well insulate!!., new
furnace. ca~ and paint washerdryer connection. Available spring
semestel'. No pets. 549-~BbT1

~~~~~~~ary

MURPHYSBORO.
TWO
BEDROOM home, calpOrt, as;.

~nor ~:a~~uspi~~~:~h1~ci~a~~

$~rafr

C!=~ I~~To~e:m~Cf!.:~~gor
two persons sharir.l No lraits.

TWO

~=p;r.1~~I~s:.~

~~i5~~~01lt A~~51~

3964BaT1

ONE MALE NON-SMOKER to
sublease Lewis Park Apt. Own

CARBONDALE CHARLES RD. 3Bedroom house - fenced yard,
carport. $300 month, 457~166.

~~:~Da!~~54~~~o~&!~:

3753Bb70

~~u!=D=rge.t.Na=laff:·

c_ _

GOOD NlCES GHAT LOCATION

now. 549-3930. ~1218.

EGYPTIAN AIMS APTS.
414S.W.1I

3781Bb73

THREE
312 CRESTVIEW.
bedroom. Nice. Two people need
OIIe more, or rould rent to three
new people. $4."". 457-43348s'mBb86

2'-*-..........................
_11y elr COMII.I-..J. . . .

___._11.... _ .....

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE, 1182 E.
Walnut, 2 people neeed 3 more, or

GoooIprt_

:~::ra~:b::.fi;~fa~ r.$f~

call

ci:=' :r~.lInd ga~;s

457-3321

THREE

BEDROOM

11,2

miles

east

of

~~~vher:l~ku~aJ~d HI~~n ~!y~:
~o::~.eA~~\~~~ :w~~:J:g
~ring (41,2

month) contracts.
one 549-6612, 549-3002 ~B~

SUBLET FOR SPRING Semester.
2-bedroom trailer near Campus.
~M~.d utilities. CaI1' af~~
VERY ELEGANT 12x70 front and

::~ed~~~~s'at~o n~~~:t ~~:

\DIderpinned

anchor~ close

to

mediately, 457-4334.

225! 2 BEDROOM,
energyI efficient Pomona TowiIsbip, wry
ruraL appl!anc:es, watel', sewer,
trash furiUsbed. 549-3850. 3823Bbn

I

5-19-2487 after 5: 30.

3934Bc77

GREAT LOCATION - 2 Subleasers
needed spring semester for nice 2bedroom trailer 2 blocks from
c3mpus. 1 block from strip. Good
college neighborhood, wellinsulated, feno:ed-in backyard, pets
wlecomed. $llO-month each. including water-trasb. 549-3003.
3819Bcn
SAVE! RENT NOW. Only $125!
Nice. c.lean furnished, carpe~

d
~~i~~~n~~~~tural
ga~~71

::~t~Pe~i:ep\=::~a~:r
2 BEDROOM,

B3GI8Bc74

12 wide, near

~~:l~Yt. J!H~ro.
B3677Bc70

=~.r:S7.~.:r~:;n$13O36998d87

----------------

8l'ifT,

RESIDENTIAL,

house~R:UIT~f'C>~ ~~9~~
aftel' 5:00.

3836Bd72

J:r Park Place East, 611 East
Park, Carbonc:ale. Moothly contracts available to those qualified.
Our rooms by the semester are
~~l~~y the best deal ~~~

B3750Bc73

14x60. 2 BEDROOM, 11,2 baths.
central air, fully furnished,
Available Dec. 15th: ~2175, ~
4990, 549-0491.
38528cT1

SPRING TERM BARGAINS.
We've got 3 bedroom and smaller
mobile homes close to SIU.

~r~~rs~~~'a~ll~th~~arr

457-3321.

3874BcTT

ROY AL RENTALS
AVAILABLE NOW
l-Bdrm. Apt,
EH. Apts

$185 mo.
$145 mo.

2 Bdrm. Mobile HomeJ

10xSOto 14 x 70

$125 to $200 mo.

.

la?:~~t.uWI~~· :i::!n~l:iSi

Roommat••
FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN-

~:ties~~rk Apa~~Wei~

FEMALE

ROOMMATE,
2·
(lice a~Be%

:iifti::n~

ROOMMATE WANTED TC sublet

large room in house with-3 other

~~~Iose tocamp~$Ik~

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share nice two bedroom mobile

~~JnW~~s:i~~~.$l~~~

FEMALE ROOMMATE. SPRING
sublease, new furnished tw6
bedroom trailer. Carhondale
Mobil'! Homes. $130 OBO. 5496447.
J662Be75

MALE ROOMMATE FOR spring
semester. Two bedroom mobile
bome. 14 wide, washer-dryer,
microwave, color TV. Serious
student preferred. 457-2437a744Be70
ROOMMATE WANTED - NICE
Lewis Park Apartment No.4B.
convenient.

Spring-Sum~

FREE BUS
TOSIU

• Laundromat
• CABLEVISION
.1 or 2 baths
.2 or 3 bedrooms

.$145.$360
Only2mlleo
North of Carnpua.

Slngl• . Avallabl.

THREE
BEDROOM
JUST
remodeled and extra insulation
added, underpinned and tied down.
All new ca~. Nice coun~
!1~'p::~ ill tn!es. ca~Bc70

3764Bd71

PRIVATE ROOM IN an apartmPllt
for students. Have private
refrigerator, shar a kitchen, etc.
WIth Others In apartment. Utdities

~Af~~~~r!.I~~~~t

457-4422

ONE AND TWO bedroom, clean,

:!ti\ii~~~:a8:ble~~~5,i~~~~4~~

after 5:30.

12x60 TWO OR three bedrooms,
carpeted, furnished, anchored,
~~~~ed. Sorry, no pe~

All Furn., AIC, Very
Nice, No Pets.

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
available now. No pets please. 4578352 aftel' 4 p.m.
B3559Bc81

ROOM

WARM ROOMS. EASY walki~
distance to campus good rates.

ONE TWO AND one three •
bedroom mobile homes. Fully
furnished and reasonable. Glisson
Court,616E. ParkSt.
3472Bc70

HOUSE,

B3802Bb86

~~~c,21t:~~Il~g:ftr.t~

~~.and University ~

~:crn1ti. ~v~r.a1:.e~::

Now taking foil and Spring conlnlcts
/or efficiencies. I bedroom and 2 t.d-

LARGE ROOM CLOSE To campus. Share kitchen and bath with 2
graduate women. Non-smokers

B3870Bc88

3863Bc74

rS:!F~:' ;fn~f!e~l f~:~~

Located

549-&272 or :;49-0823.

_ .............. pl...... _ .. to

RENT SPRING SEMESTER. 2

~,n~a!l~~~r 6N~I?7~.isbed,

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heating bills? One bedroom

FURNISHED
OR
UNFURNISHED. Desirable living. 3
bedrooms, 11,2 baths washerdryer. On Giant City Road. Call
54~3903, after 5pm.
B39108874

:;:i:~'~~e: g~~:~

NICE 1980 14x60. Two bedrooms,

Mobll.Hom••

B3613Bd84

WITH
KITCHEN
~~~. South Forest. ~.rctfi

air. Call 684-2663.

Newly hnHMleleci

I-ledroom:

SECLUDED,
SPACIOUS
4
bedroom bouse, Low utilities, 4
~~:Saff:~_of Campus. ~49:r:io

ot 714 E. ColI"ge
at Southern P('rk
457·3321

~:e~~~~min~I~~ed$14K~:: s~

after 5pm.

4334.

REASONABLE

SPRING TERM BARGAINS
We've go' 3 bedroom and
smoller mobile homes for you
storting soon. Close to S.I.U.
Washers·dryers: all the e""r05.

Phone 549-4013.

NEWLY REMODElED
2·Bl.OCKS FROM CAMPUS

each, all utilities inc:luded. 457·
4334.
B3554BbIIO

3920Ba77

~~

~t~h:~. ~e;Jkt~~~~3sCall

~:J~ceSt., '~~~b~~d~~elllri~O~

ONE, THREE AND FOUR
BEDROOM HOUSES.

':va'r;:CI~ ~t. 1a!l:}"te~~

g;~~:2"A~Ji~
i~=
Close to campus. 687·1938_

G'- Wlln-.........
.....1-.....
'10 So ....
••
L-____________
U7.7Ml 549-2U4

MOBILE HOME, 12x60 in Car·
bondale area. City water\ natural

EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom,

0

BEAUTIFUL HUGE SPLIT level,

three bedroom special with
washer-dryer and central air. At
College $295·mo. Call
Woodruff at 451-3321.
3876Bc77

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates
$62.65 per week. $195 per month.
Complet~ furnished T. V. . maid

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE, 1176 E.

:i=~4 ~!bl~Dec~5~~;:

MUST SUBLEASE: SPRING
Semester, nice, furnished one
bedroom. Close to campus. 313 E.

IL

714 E.

~~~\fe ~:g;~gn lfr ~ol~~~rC:

B3810Bc74

B3546BbT1

~~~~ciia~I~~~!~~~~r~:

;::. apt. 3 bIod<. from Campus. No

ONE-BEDROOM
REDUCED
RENT. No pets please. 457-8352
after 4:00 p.m.
B3727Bc85

REMODELED TWO BEDROOM,

ru?r::~~r~ 'r~se~~ l~

Available after Decemher 16th.
Call 54~7189.
3774Ba74

aftel' 3.

Two or three people will •...ant this

3834Bb72

required 529-1354.

mIcrowave. Close to cam~ and
University
Mall.
Available
January 1st. $37s.-mOllth. 5~2533.
B3351Bb73

37968876

LARGE

FOR SALE OR rent: washer,
~tr. natural gas, heat. g!JB"N7

~~~Jr::g na~:le~~~'ry":r"is':n~

BEDROOM IN Car-

SUBLEASE

dr}'e r
convenience.
Three
beo. ')ms at $250-mo. Southern
Mobile Home Park. B) Good for a

and 6. South Highway 51. C1os" to
campus.
3685Bd15

f~!nf~ie {!:;~~~~~el~,e~!t:r~a~:s
DESOTO:

OF THE three. A)
I CHOICE
Natural gas economy, washer·

~cb1.:fl'~~~ 8nrg~ ~~t~~X:n"'l~ I

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE well-

:~lriili<ffe~~~~~:a. no

1.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 12x60 two
bedroom. No pets. reasonable

Hou•••

'1'5.

38048874

Can 684-2054.

3 bedroom

IMHIIAL MECCA APAITMINtS
549-6610

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT to
sublet. Unfurnished. available
before January 1st Near camRus.

THREE

OAKLAND

OLD TWO STORY modem bome.
5,000. Cobden. 1-833-2257. 3846Bb74

37618a75

~~~:::~h~~~~n~~

208 S.

~e~in~2!t~'Jtudent i;Wsirb~1

W~~ ~~ $122~~~~
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
mOllth (~~te~

~~ ~~

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 4-

~co~fet~~'mr:~~J~3
~~lrom

campus,

NEED 1 OR 2 ~Ie to sublease

r:~e~c!e~p~~. ~a:!l
~!i:1!lle. ~5214.

HWY51 NOIlTH
549-3000

~=:o

ROOMM.O\TES NEEDED. NICE
apartmenlll or houses. Individuals
or groups of two or threeB~~

38OOBe1O

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
wanted for nice four bedroolli

~~Pose~g~;inp~f~~~

:::9ter
1Ibip. CaD 529-4324. .

3778Be'IO

Daily EgyptiaD, December S. 1983, Page IS

~1~~:rJ YC~~~~nJ:1 f~~~fo

~~~~~~tl1~~droom
m
-44n:r
S

apt.
th , $75 deposit. t~~

mail for pe0r-Ie who take their

g~tl.l~Pn:~ !! ltl:xJ a:e:;;~!

MALE ROOMMATE FOR three
bedroom fu:nished well insulated
duplex. Quiet. Northwest. $120month plus ooe-third utilities. No

~·o~v~::.a~~.Uecem~~

TERM

~r:~~tit~~Ja~~ ~:,t~~

Call 54!Hl834i.

~7~1:v:~~e.

3771Be'77

~e:t.~~~:!rlo:a~~
Can 457-2073.

NEED CHEAP BUT nice place to
live? $106 a month, fumislied, own
room, pay only ~'. utilities, very
dose to campus. Move in before
break if want. 529-3369, ask fer Bill.
3941Be72

RF-SPONSIBLE

ROOMMATE,

NON-SMOKING,

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED fer

GREAT 3·BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share .,. (female). Fenced c.rd,

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR nice
two bedroom house. $175, ""
utilities, Call Dave or Tim, 5495143.
3859Be72

spring '84 semester. Lewis Park,
a;;B. 549-«>84.
3954.Be71

awr~;t(~:v~t~~g~I)~4s7:~:

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted. Nice house, close to
campus With your own room. Call
Sharon at 54!}:'1625
3627Be72

RESPONSIBLE

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
for 4 bedroom. Lewis Park

Blacktop. Rurell setting. Call after
6:00 p.m. 549-8372.
3865Be74

OWN BIG BEDROOM in beautiful

3 BEDROOM CARBONDALE
Mobile home to be sublet for
~~g 83. Call after 5: 30 ~.rJo

~m~~~a~ld~32si:i:'~~~J~

Must see to believe. Carol, 4570106.
3598Be77
ROOMMATE NEEDED. $125
month. 421 W. Monroe. Call 457~: MORE ROOMMATE37n~~
for fgur bedroom a.parJme~

~P~~ti~~~~f~~~ work.
nll7C72
WANTED BARTENDERS'
WAITRESSES and doormen

~~;
~r.r~~~.~r\4 ~~6'
17, 18. Returns Jan. 11 • 12' 13' )4'
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
ayailable "I the Hair Lab. Call

~~:~,~~~:5J~t.rology
B3565E81

15. Only $39.75 Roundtrlp.

~9.75).

ash

ood

CLOTHING
EXPE~T

alteratlon.s.

ALTERATIONS
tailoring
and
service.

s~eed!

~~~ ~~~tirsi~f M:Il\ ~~~

'ghbor

3690E77

Win S I 00 'Nortb
of books
for Sprlnl ·841
Sponsored b3r
SlIma PI fraternlf3r
TYPING,
CHEAP
EX·
PERIENCED, Fast' service
TUTORS WANTED: THE Special

fo"o~~~~ti;:r S::;!~r:n~::tj~~r:.~

petent, sensitive, and creative
persons to tutor in the following

ood.

h

bedroom apartment for Spring

~~{~~::~&t.llll~~aCW:'- i~~:;;'

TWO FEMALE NEED roommate.
Three blocks from campus. Own
big room low utilities Yaula 5491534.'
. 3700Be75
ROOMMATE WANTED IM-

~~~~~~~ ~o~~r!'o~~e:~~

392uf~

~~~J~~6~~P ~b ~1f. ~

1191, Hch!Dce (GSA 101, 106 110

~p ~~[I~~~ ~~~e (hCff~~'

GSB 109) Anth)3
,
<ieQgraDl1! (G§Jlf~~~~B U~),
and Health (GSE' 201
Qualifications include: student
work el!lP.bility (ACT-FFS OIl file),

~or'

r02~~~'r~~~ ~O~Si:teDta~:l

sch~.u1e, avai~bility

to attend a
trammg seSSion prior to the
begil;lnmg of Spring Semester;
~rev!ous. experience preferred.

oJ'&I~~t~nw~~e)\~ ~ a~~
returned bY)loon, December 7

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Inexpensive furnished bouse near
campus. Spring Semester. 5294299.
3907Be77
FEMALE ROOMMATE NlEDED
Spri~g seres.w:- t~ Sha{~ c13rn

month p'lus ~ utilities. Washerdryer i:Iishwasl: 'r rn'
Must be quiet aill! 'stucL~~~~
after 6p.rn. 457.Q95. Bob. 3706Be70
FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN-

f4=e~i!£ =-~~:ul~ai1'~='
askforT~myor.reanice.
=-=-::-______~3732.Be70!!!!:!~

1983.
B3867C7i
2 TYPISTS-IMMEDIATE emoloyment, continue spring term.
Must tYr150 w.p.m., liave ACT on

Wa~1 t?rs.h~~~IfI~i,4fa~2~JfJ';;'r
mter1lewapJIOmtment.

~~itre;tils - ~~e:tu~g
CPA.
Great condition and
location! 529-2354.
3931Be74
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED fer

ins,

~~.

~1rA~ ~~n.;~ J~~~e~,C~!
bondale. 549-535ll.

~!7
I~e ~~t:aent.
Rent'lI~.50

~mg~I;,r ~~ree~,er:l-

area.
mooth plus "" utilities. Pbone 5492389..
3884Be78.

Duplex..

PBX

I
!

ONE
BEDR90M
UNFURNISHED, INlet NW. WeD
insulated. Available SpriG,
semester. No pets. 549-7901.
83817Bf71
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~~r.fnf~~

a~l!!!cMano~_~b.~~!!i.ng .wo~.

.....3- uuu--, Frida,,,,
Pa)'!! 19 brs. per weelL Odd wort
blockl Deed not apply. 50 wp'm
t~~ing skills reqUired. Must be
a e to .handle rapid conversatioD

1!J{Jo;a

oue I

I
I

3952C74

SeyMndCAresu,zme two ..rascuksOnanet,CcOUIItar_y
500
bondale 549-5359.
3953C14

1'1 ,,7elsional

\. TIIREE BEDROOM' DUPLEX610 Sycamore, ODe ~ needs twO
more ...... ple Avai a'Dle Deft 15
"
...,.
~.,
135-mtb'l beat and water inI eluded. 45'1-4334.
B3551BflIO
ONE BEDRWM AVAILABLE in
three bedroom furnisbed weU
insulated dul!lex. Quiet Northwest.
I
'l20-mOllth ~ one-third utilities.
N pets. A ilabl Dec her
~36S7 or ;:9-7901. ~d~

3911C71

IAerobRTI'cTIDMEanceSP,°SocR~ atllrucaretorsas'

flK

t ::lli=f::.l~~~=~.p1U1

~i'

\

6pm, Monday-Saturday. 457-7859.

ROOMMATE

Del

<'r!!lli.wJ

One-way also avail8ble.
, All. Reserv,e Seating." Studeni
Tr~nslt ~IIS Ticket Sales at 715 S.
UruversJty Aye. (on the island).
Open Mon-Fn 10:3(H2:3Opm and
S and Sun'371fi~
~~~~~1~~·

~\

FEMALE ROOMMATE, SPRING
semester. Nice trailer, quiet area.
Serious student. NOD-smoker. 5294715.
3915Be?8
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
Spring semester. Two bedroom
trailer, fully furnished. Computer
terminal in trailer. 5 minute walk
from campus. $100 month. Can 5294991.
3903Be77
M<\TURE,
CLEAN,
NON.
SMOKER male to share nice,
clean t..,;o bedroom bouse. 453-5360,
529-3762. Henry.
3905Be77

=:-:-::-:-:-=-=-:-:=-_~~l697~B~en'-!.!
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2-

FEMALE,
home. 10 min. drive to SIU. l~
bath quiet, non-smoker. $100 plus
~utl .,m.ustsee,549-0815'3827Be78

RIDERS WANTED
EJ(PRESS BUS _. CHICAGO.
Fmal!! week. As little as 5'¥. hours
to Chlcagoland. Tickets now on

SMILE TQDA( J

~:: ~).Eot!E, ~~~Dm!~

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share 3 bedroom bouse. Close to
campus. Spring semester 549-3494.

BEAUTIFUL MOBILE

3499E78

~f ~~,ID-6pm. g~

FEMALE ROOMMATE. GARDEN Park, available Dec. 17 rent
~~tiable, call for deta&.iJ~

l~ ~~4. g

::.c:::.' ~ utiliti~~

~a~T:~::,~~~:y~~e~u.ets

~~! ~~ ~::Us <>;~[~mc'it;

~~~!sm~[g.~~~~got~~~~

3829BenJ
-----S-U--ROOM FOR
BLEASE for 4
bedroom bouse close to camIJUII.
$16G-mo., includinlz utilities.
montb rent free. Call Laura 5291156.
38208e?8
MMATE NEEDED
FEMALE ROO
Sprjng Semester sublease for DeW
mobire bome, C'dale Mobile

CAR-

ROOMMATE WANTED: FOUR·
bedroom house. Clean. '112.50 ..
utilities. PetsO. K. 549-1049.
3848Be74

3960Ben

=,t;!.~V b~!t ~~r~

~~~~~~~~E. ~'b
HOLIDAY VACATIONERS CARETAKERS Unlimited will

~~ ;~te Uiic~igh=~· I[~

HOUSEKEEPING,

SERIOUS

BROOKSIDE MANOR. LOOKING
for a roommate. Share 2 bedroom
apartment. Free utilities and
cable. Jeff, 529-4032.
3858Be72

3945Be74

camp~s

'day c~E¥7

FE~ALE ROOMMATE NEED.
Sprmg semester. Le"·is Park
apartment. Call 549-3644. 3856Be72

~:e:!t'.~~~~~,own

a:::fslriP. Must lee to
appreo.ate! 457-04893.
3B33BeT1
ROOMMATES NEEDED. EASY

B3448C77

~~~s, ties,

Corona Del Mar, Ca 92625. 359l(~1'

='5;~sher-dryer, Call ~~4

~msK.'::tOn:';:;:I~~er 'd~~'

529-~or 867-

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMERyear ro,:,nd. E;urope, A. Amer.,
Austrah~ ASia. All fields. $500-

:e~Sb~P~~:r:.~~

SUBLEASE ONE ROOM in Quads.

ROO~MATE NEEDED FOR

Debbie to apply at

9369.

FREE RENT TIL January. Room
in gorteous house Great room:~~~16.120-mo. Ca1I now~1f~

TRAILER.
TWO BEDROOM
furnished. Three miles east of

Good

~'reJ~'r:!l~?N~e~~at~ ~

ft'::,.. ~~ n:ftiWti:~t~ntc~
3849Be74

ROOMMATE WANTED SPRING
semester Town .. Country Mobile
Homes. ii12 per month plus ""
utilities. can 529-1677.
3!J46Be74

/

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. MALi
.. Fe~a1e dancers. $5.00 per bour

529-2395.

NON-SMOKER. P'lEFER GRAD
or older to share I ce bouse. $1»month aw It. utilities, 457-5715.
3943Be74

~'tl ~~ties.

HELP WANTED

3871Be72

MATURE AMERICAN FEMALE
Graduate student bousemate
wanted for ~ring semester
Detailsat549- Oafter6:~2iT~'

rnlOBe73

Susan.

I. AIM DESIGN Studio - garments
designed, clothin~onstructed and

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

THE 3IRD FARM needs a
roommate, beautiful secluded
house, private pond, wood heat, 12
mi. from campus, '100,1-995-2402.

.

INDEPENDENT
D~STRIBUTOR.
Vitamin and
mllieral food supplements, slim
~.. 26 years re;earch. C~~14

=-1~~

Call

ANTIQUIS.

. SHAKLEE

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED '120
a month. Roxanne Mobile Home

~~~~~v:u!~r~n~~\>e:~~~

THESES

, eqwpment Call 549-6226. 3305E72

r:~on. Cable TV 54~t[!;~

nOOl...."\TES NEEDED TO
share large house with porch and
fU"!place. One block from campus,

PAPERS,

~:~j:~~:,ti~~~: rI~~m~fec~~g~f~'

FEMALE. LARGE TWO bedroom

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, Lewis Park apartment. '108
~~~' "'4 utilities. Ca~~

you may qualify. Money can be
used for any worthwhile pIll'pO!lE!.
For information and awlication
call: Anthony M.
Lewis,
Financial Consultant (312) 2647068.
3716J70

a~nd~~~~~ rCTes~:lrOllonfile·

'I

I

...
at
FA. Pbone Psychology 5362301 X221 for appointment for
interview and ~ tyrn~~

-------~~.~:!.:!

ARE YOU .18 (jC' ~er? fmd out
some real interestmg thi!)gs two
adults could do to# tIi!!l" Contact:
I McGovern for Yresldent, 2031
I \ D.
F10rdia
C. 20009
Ave.(202)
NW,
332-2662.:J8(OC7Q
Washinl(too,

ft.~~~~~tioJ~~~.
'.:r4.~:
4568.
~1918F.·i7

N
call IIIn'HRIGHT

Fr. . pt-waoncy t •• ting
& confidential OSli"onc::.

•• Look for our
tables In tbe
Student Center•••••

549-2794

Monday and w.o-duy 'lam- 12Noan
T......,I~2:~

1hnda,~~~

Happ~ B-day TlzI

Ba-haf

TRlSS
• Decrease' ens ion
elncrease School Performance
• Improve Concentration

-Avoid UnnecIHsory IIIn...

For help & info. coli the Wellne••
Center. 536·«41.

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings
old gold and silver, broken
jewefry, coins, scrap, sterlin~

~~'i.'Jlf ja~~: ::w~~ 0

illinois Av-mue. 457.Q131. 83492FSO

WANTED TO BUY: past Issues of

SmmagaithZl!!nesonia. ~allL54if~51a23n,dafLoterOkl
\,;.,..
p.m.
3883rto

Love,
Ciz, Mo, Denise.
Col, Heth &

Lisa

lOST
-REWARD! LOST MALE bitsSbelti mill[ Tri-eolor C-ollie
marking:s Black and BrO' 'D witb

~::ctm;:f~~~'
~M~.

~N

ENTERT A INMENT
BALLOON BOUQUETS '12 50 -~
. ......
'15.00. We deliver. We alo rent
clowns and Santa CJaus. Call fer
Cooter Clown

:~:i~~azy

~

ANNOUNCEM~NJS:.

~..
ADULT
M::..'!!)1~~o
.IN'''I.$oYlD/05HOW5-~
SEM·HOlMIS·TC» XXXST".
"'~--"_OfIlHUI'NO S
~2l 5 IL.AY CAllONDALI

MON - SAT
!i _ jooI00M,.5·30
_N·lO
_ ________
01

<Jl~K

F,rm,/ RUlh
whl,
F,,',mify Li/,
i, ,/I ,j,ut
Tu"I,y, D,e. 6

e,m, '"
",.. 1:0f) "

1O:(J(J , ••

103 (J",k RIM

N $ig"" KI",

CAGERS
frcmPa~e20

APPLY FOR GRADUATION
FOR MAY 12, 1984

fray.
"We knew thaI he might go in
and pick up the fifth foul and
come right back out, but we fl'lt
like he had to be in then· ... Van
Winkle said. "Wisconsin is
bigger and stronger at the
basket so we felt like we needed
him in there."

NOW
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT ADMISSIONS
AND~WOQOYHAU

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED
TO aECORDS SECTION Of ADMISSIONS AND
RECORDS AfTER fEE HAS BEEN CLEARED
THlOUGH THE BURSAR

TIlE SALUKIS went inside to
Perry and Bibbens orten,
especially in the second half
when the duo combined for 30 of
sru-C's 36 points. Bibbens
collected a personal seasonhigh 20 points, and seven
rebounds.
The Salukis continued to
shoot well from the field, hitting
57 percent from the Door. Nate
Bufford, a 71 percent shoots
this season. made six of eight
attempts for 12 points. Perry
was 11 for 13. Campbell, a 60
percent shooter going into the
game, slipped to four of 15
against the Badgers but dished
out 11 a:::sists.
Wisconsin hit 47 percent from
the field, 61 percent in the
second half. Four Badgers
scored in double figures.
Forwards Cory Blackwell and
Scott Roth had 18 points and
guards MiUer and Rick Olson
had 16 and 14 points.
Blackwell, Wisconsin's star
forward from Chicago who was
fifth in the Big Ten scoring race
last season with 18.8 points per
game, had 12 points in the fIrSt
hall, including six in the crucial
final seven minutes. His 10
rebounds led the Badgers.
OLSON POURED in 10 of his
14 points in the second half,
eight of which came from long
range.
The fact that the Salukis
came so close to defe"lting a Big
Ten team on the road offered
little consolation for Van
Winkle.
"We had an opportunity to
win," Van Winkle said. "If
Campbell hits that shot we've
got them inbounding against
our press with us down two and
21 seconds left.
"I would say we played an
even game all the way. 1 think
we can play better than we did,
though."
Eighteen hours earlier, the
Salukis used excellent shooting
to turn back Mississippi Valley
State 87-69 before 2,861 at the
Arena:
sru-c shot 58 percent from
the field en route to its third
consecutive win of the year. The
Delta Devils fell to 1-3.
FIVE SALUKIS scored in
double figures. Campbell led

DEADLINE fOR APPLYING FOR MAY 12. 1984.
IS 3:30 P.M., fRIDAY. JANUARY 20.1984

How -bout them does!
rCoDtnfullfe them In print)

Show your support to Coodl Rey Ownpsey and his No. I
dogs. the llI«ft.fuI Sa/ukl•.
L.t the dogs know you',.. boc:k/ng them 'or the sem/"nal (lOme Saturday.
Ad. will run In ,he DoIIV Egyptian o.c:. 9.

Staff Pboto by Sc:oU Shaw
Saluki Roy Bftb. middle, wenl over &be lop of lwo defenders InSIUC's wiD Friday night over Missippi Valley State.

with 3) points, 16 in the first forWard had II, eight in the
half. Pie Walker piled up 19 second half.
points in a substitute role, Roy
Birch, a 6-foot-2 guard, had
Birch tallied 15 and Perry and nine rebounds and four assists
Bibbens each garnered 12.
in addition to 15 points.
Walker, the 6-foot~ senior,
Valley State Coach Lafayette
came in with three minutes left Stribling, whose team shot 41
in the first haH with the score percent from the field; was not
knotted at 34. Playing most of pleased.
his eighteen minutes at center,
"That was the worst we've
he canned all eight of his shots played, especially in the second
from the field and pulled down half," he said. "Our shooting
hurt us. When you don't play
eight rebounds.
By the time Walker sat down well and the other team does,
ior:! rest with 4:38 remaining in you look bad. tt
Van Winkle said he had hoped
the game, the Salukis owned a
to use his bench in order to keep
74-60 lead.
Campbell, who logged 39 his troops somewhat rested,.
minutes, played a complete - "I had hoped to spread some
game. In addition to 20 points, minutes out, but we never had
he contributed eight rebounds the game in hand until the last
and nine assists.
few minutes," Van Winkle said.
The Salukis led 42-38 at
DIDDENS LED SIU-C in halftime and grad!Jally widened
rebounds for the second .he margin throughout the
straight game. The 6-foot~ second half.

15-word, 3-lIn. ad '2
2u x1" • '4.50
2"x2".

".OG

Call DI Claulfled S3t-3311
.,..dll...: W..... Dec. 7. Noon

Semi final
Sa'uk •• n Nevculo-Reno
Sat•• Dec. 1t
11 A.&
McAndrew St."fum

~O
KOTTKE

Foreign Car Parts
..•... GR~D OPENING SALE!
/
~'s wtEKS
SEllCTVOI.XSWAGEN BEEnE
HOURS:
~
MUFRB KI1$.N

i1'PECI~

REG. 'JS.tO

PUJ$.-

NOW'tO.(}(J

- AU P,,,,
:'.
,,,Std

1$% OFF.••
OFFEltfJOOD 12-$ TRW 12-9

G.o~~

I!iI

M-F 8:30·5:30
SAT. 10-2

CALL

529·1644

Import Parts

104 S.Marion St. Carbondale
(Across From Bank of Carbondale)

Friday. December 9
1:00 P.M. '10.00 & 1.50
No com..... or tap. record.,.

Shryock Auditorium
lox office.,..... Man . Frl: ":30 a.m. to 6·00 p.m.
•• r......'.-. ..... MaiI and credit card phon. on:t.r.: Maft.fri: 8:00a.m. 'e o.~.m.
1.........'.II.r~.c53-::"'!~~ount per tlck.t with John Prine tick.t '·c,b. Call

.

,

"",.
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Men swimmers take title of own meet
By David Wilhelm
staff Writer

{l("'Spite achieving ~nly one
NCAA standard time, We men's
5'0 imming team turned in an
impressive weekend of performances in the annual S-5
meet. The Salukis defeated
Nebraska 497-460.5. South
Carolina took third with 360
points followed by Florida
State's 234 and Kansas' 188.
Coach Bob Steele was pleased
with the win, but admitted it
came as a shock to him.
"It was a real surprise,"
Steele said. "It's a credit to OlD'
kids. I never expected them to
win. They just swam a lot better
than Nebraska, Florida State
and South Carolina. The thing
about this meet was that we bad
so many people come through
with good swims. Ninety per·
cent of what they did was i.l
their heads and 10 percent v:as
phYSical."

I
J

THE SALUKIS made the
NCAA standard in the 800
freestyle relay with a time of
6:41.1, just eight-tenths (].f a
second faster than the standard
required. Carlos Henao, Barry
Hahn, Tom Hakansan and
Joakim Sjoholm turned in
impressive split times in the
..elay. Hahn recorded the
rfastest time of the folD' with a
1:39.3, which was also his
lifetime best relay split time.
Steele was pleasantly surprised that the 800 freestyle

i

team met the NCAA standard at
this point in the season.
"That was interesting,"
Steele said, "because that's a
standard we usually don't make
until the end of the season. That
could be a good sign that we'll
make our other standards."
Giovanni Frigo turned in two
lifetime best times in the 100
backstroke and roo back. His
100 back time of 51.6 was two
seconds faster tha' his best
time last year and his 200 back
time of 1:53.1 was his best by
five-tenths of a second. He also
swam the 400 freestyle in 3:02.7.
"HE (FRIGO) is just now
learning where the walls are so
he can turn better," Steele said.
"He's a hard wor!ter and will
continue to improve."
Anderz Grillhammar and
Gary Brinkman finished first
and second in two events, the
SOO free and the 1,650 free.
GriUhammar defeated Brinkman 4:31.8 to 4:32.5 in the 500.
In the 1,650, which was probably
the most exciting race of the
. weekend for the Salukis,
Grillhammar
narrowly
defeated Brinkman, 15:46.9 ~o
15:47.0.
Steele credited Brinkman for
the impressive perfonnances.
"He is swimming so well for
being sick recently," Steele
said.
Freshman Chris Crook cut a
combined 22 seconds off his
times in two events, the 500 free
and the 1,650. In the 500, he

with Barry Hahn's first-place
finish in the 200 free with a time
of 1:40.3.
-- "It was a fine effort," he said.
"He had been real sick and
wasn't sure if he was ready. He
put in a good summer of work,
THE SALUKIS missed the though. The guys with selfNCAA qualifyiJo.g standard time doubt didn't nave a good
in the 400 free relay by just two summer cr. swim any meets."
seconds, Tom Hackansan,
Chris Shaw and Wooley
Joakim Sjoholm and Barry finished second and fourth in
Hahn each recorded 45.3 split the 100 breast, 57.6 to 58.5.
times and Carlos Henao swam a Steele said that Shaw is "so
46.2 split. Steele said he was much better" than his time
very pleased with those times. indicates.
Henao came back with his
One senior who has not
lifetime best in the 200 in- received much attention but
dividual medley with a 1:52.6. who is making drastic m:.
Sjoholm recorded a 1:53.9
provements, according to
In the 100 free, Henao finished Steele, is Mike Uoyd. Lloyd cut
second in 45.8 and Hakansan his time in the 200 breast from
fourth in 45.9.
2:22 to 2:14.1.
Two Salukis who did not have
good meets were Larry Wooley
"HE IS working his butt off to
and Ji&ilmy Griffith, but Steele get to the National Independent
was not concerned.
Conference meet," Steele said.
"Out of everybody that
"U he drops three or four more
" ... am," Steele said, "there seconds, he could be there."
were only those two guys who
Hakarsan and Hahn turned in
were disappointed. Wooley and
personal best times in the 50
Griffith wanted lO swim better,
free. Hakansan finished second
but they didn't. They'll get
in 20.8 and Hahn fifth in 21.3.
better, though."
Another lifetime best was
P!lil Wittrey's 100 fly time of
WOOLEY FINISHED second
51.6. That led him to a thirdin the 200 breaststroke with a
place finish which may aid the
2:06.9 ;me. Steele said most of
Salukis in the conference meet.
his problems were mental .
"It puts us in a position to get
"He didn't have a good
some help in the NIC meet,"
meet," said Steele. "He wasn't
Steele said. "We Def:ded that.
convinced he would, so he
Phil has got to be excited at the
didn't."
improvement he made."
Steele ~aid he was please..i
Steele had said before the

shaved three seconds off his
previous best time with a 4:37.6.
Drastic
improvement,
however, was made in the 1,650
where he dropped from 16:33 to
16:14.

meet that he expected
Nebraska, Florida State and
South Carolina to provide much
tougher competition Cor the
Salukis.
"I am utterly amazed that
South Carolina and Florida
State swam the ",ay they did,"
Steele said. "That's a long way
to come to swim so crummy.
They WE're pleased with their
performance, though. They bad
a lot of improvement individually even though they
lost."
IN I-METER diving Friday,
Salukis Nigel Stanton, Tom
Wentland, Jim Watson and Eric
Schmisseur finished third,
fourth, seventh a!1d lltn. All but
Schmisseur
had
NCAA
qualifying scores.
Rob Gentry of South Carolina
won the I-meter diving with 511
points. That also qualifiw him
for
the
NCAA
fina:s.
Nebraska's ReJ;aldo Castro was
second with 507. Stanton had 505
point.~

In 3-meter diving, tho:> Salukis
were top.."'ed by Stantons' fintplace finish score of Si4.
Stanton had OOen in third place
but moved int.> the top spot with
good perfonnallCf'S on his last
three dives. Watson and
Wentland also had NCAA
qualifying scores in the 3meter. Watson finished fourth
(516.15) and Wentland eighth
(478.65). Schmisseur finished
lOth with 434.7

-

-

TITLE from Page 20
The Saluki coach said she was
happy to get support throughout
the lineup.
"I said before the season
started that we have ,more
depth than any team I've bad
here. We saw that tonight. We
got contributions from a large
number of players-, and it made
a big difference."
In the title game Saturday
night, SIU-C was again headed
by Jackson and Warring, who
poured in 19 points apiece. Plab
dumped in 16 points, while
Price produced only six.
SIU-C opened with three-point
plays by Price and junior
forward Terry Schmittgens and
jumped to a 10-2 lead. The
Salukis held a slim 28-27 halftime lead, shooting only 32
f ....m
"old. w;"
I~;'"
!bat _ ...·t fall.

fOODt

mots

tb.

and only time.
The Salukis cranked out 10
straight points, four from
Jackson, in four and a half
minutes to take a 38-29 lead.
Price fouled out with 6:46 left
and wsu cut the lea j to six,
before SIU-C slammed the door
by reeling off the next eight
points for a 5443 lead with 2: 11
left.
The Salukis outscored the
Cougars 10-4 in the final minute
and a half, with Plab going six
for six from the free throw line
to give SIU-C a 6&-51 win.
Jackson was nine for 12 from
the field in the game, seven for
sevec in the second half, while
Petra JaeklGll
Warring converted seven of 15
Washington State's Marcia fiel~l attempts.
"I think our ban club turned
Miles hit a 10-footer to open the
second half and give the the corner," she said. "We
Couars the lead for the first played like a team."

Our New Dishes:
Sliced Ghicken or Beef
With Oyster S,--uce
Steamed Sliced Fish
St2amed Chopped Pork
Fr. . Won Ton or Egg Drop Soup with
every Dinner Purcha.ed
'
10" Dllcount with SIU 10 on Dinner Purcha.e
Open 7 Dllya Mon.-Thun. J.1tp.m.

,rI.-..t.l-n,.m.
••'!Ioon-1".m.
'or CIIrryou..
~~

611 $. IIlinlil

, Bl,ck ",m e,mPUI
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Women swimmers fifth in 'home meet
standouts on thP. team.
Ricketts won the 200, 400, and
1.650 free eve~ts. She made the
standards in the 200 and 400, but
fell short in the 1,650 when she
lost her cap during the race.
Powers was a standout in the
sprint events. Her time of 23.69
LTl tile 50 free met the NCAA
standard as did her time of 56.34
in the 100 butterfly.
Nebraska swimming Coach
Ray Huppert was exhuberant
over the performance of his
team.
"We swam fantastic, we were
ready both mentally and
physicaUy," Huppert said. "I'm
not disappointed that we didn't
win ~cause we really surprised
a lot of people."
South Carolina won the meet
with excellent performances
from its divers.
In the one-meter event they
took four of the top six places.
Tami Men:11 was first with Sopbomor@ stacy WestfaU sped to a 12th-place finish Saturday in
403.85 points, Becky Benson was
second and Lisa Williams was Coach Terry Maul said ''She Deschamos won the 200
third.
only swam two events on
breaststroke with the time of
Williams took the title on the Friday and didn't even swim 2:23.36. Deschamps also won
three-meter board with 465.40 today ;Saturday>."
the 400 1M with an NCAA
points, Benson again placed
Linke managed to place qualifying time of 4:28.11.
third, Dawn Reilly wa!' fifth and '1eCond in the 500 free on Friday
Florida State also had good
Kathy McPadden was sixth.
night despite the illness.
performance::; from its divers.
The Gamecocks fell just short
Lady Seminole Natalie Sophomore Patsy O'Tool was
of the NCAA standard in the 200
individual medley. Sophomore
LesJie Oebs won the event with
a time of 2:07.66, just threetenths of a second off the
qualifying pace.
Kansas qualified for the
NCAAs in ~ events. Jennifer
Wagstaff met the standard in
the 200 fly with a time 01 2:03.85
and USC's 400 medley relay
qualified in 3:56.49.
Florida State was dealt a
setback
when
standout
swimmer Sarah Linke came
down with a case 01 the flu.
"Sarah being sick really burt
us," Florida State swimming

By Sco" Rich

Staff Writer

U's amazing what a little rest
and a sha\ e can do lor a swim
team.
Showing up for the meet with
a week of tapered training and a
good shave, the women's
swimming te3.IllS from South
Carolina and Nebraska walked
away from l~ six-team field in
the SIU-C Time Standard Invitational ov~r the weekend.
South Carolins finished fIrSt
with 485.5 points, followeci by
!'Iiebraska, 468.5; Kansas, 420.5:
Florida State, 366; SIU-C, 200,
and Indiana, 117.
SIU-C women's SWimming
Coach Tim Hill said the
tapering and shaving made the
difference for the top two
teams.
"The tapering and shaving
was the key to South Carolina
and Nebraskas' success," Hill
said. "They came into this meet
psyched to swim and they
wanted to beat SIU."
Although South Carolina took
first in the meet, Nebraska was
the team that shined in the pool.
The Husker women won nine
events, including all of the
relays, and met eight NCAA
standards.
Their 200-yard m'l!<lley relay
clocked in at 1 :47.69, meeting
the NCAA standard and setting
a new meet record. The 400
medley relay team of Kelley,
Lammel, Powers a"ld Sebesta
also met the standard wit3 a
time of of 3:55.88.
The Huskers took first in all
the freestyle relay events with a
tin"e of 1:36.02 in the 200 free
relay, 3:26.85 in the 400 free
relay and 7:34.05 in the 800 free
relay. Thew teams also meet
the NCAA standard.
Emilie Ricketts and Dana
Powers were the individual

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
the ZOO buUerfly.

second on the three-meter
board and eighth on the one·
meter.
Although his team didn't
swim the meet he had expected,
SIU-C Coach Hill wasn't
See SWIMMERS, Page 13

SANTA·S COMING
TO SIU.

TELEVISION from Page 20
said to be on te!eVi.3ion would be
"grl'.at" for the p1.ayc!rs and the
coaches.
Although the rain, nearfreezing temperatures and a 15
mph wind probably held back
mare fans from attending the
Salloikis' 13-7 win over Indiana
State Stlturday, Dempsey said
be was glad to have them.
"They made noise like 20,000
fans," Drmpsey said. "I think
we would've gotten about 16,000
people if it was a nice day, but 1
was b.ap~see th~

in the rain. The fans are real
important to us."
Several of the Salukis said the
crowd did make a difference.
"I've never heard a roar
come out of a ~rowd like that,"
quarterback Rick Johnson said.
''That gets the team fired up to
hear a crowd like that."

Have ,our picture taken with Santa
Claus this week. It"s the perfect ,1ft
to send a friend or Just to remember
,our SIU days. For onl, 55.00. ,ou
receive 1 5xl and 2 3x5 color PictUres.

Cornerback Donnell Daniel
said, "I figured that even with
the bad weather that the fans
would come out in the

Oue to Santa·s buSY schedule. he will
.be here cnl, durin' a limited time.

P ........

Lad.......,
Every Wednesday Night
Drink Specials for the Ladl.s
And Complimentary Flower

Guy. & Gals Dancing
Fashion Show

a

By the Modeling Conspiracy
01 Herrin

-

~':I~","'t~
~

,,~~

""36-

~

His hours are:

MON.

TUES.

WED.
THURS.

3-4:30pm
3-4:30pm
3·4:30pm·
3-4:30 and 6·8pm

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

STUDENT CENTER

Salukis dominate,
storm past ISU
By Jim Len
Sta': Writer

Playing one of their best
games of the season.
tht; Salukis crushed Indiana
State 2~-7 in the I·AA quarterfinal playoff game at
McAndrew Stadium Saturday.
Before a rowdy 8,000 fans who
braved the rain, 34-degree
temDeratures and a 15 mph
Wind, SIU-C's defense allowed
the Sycamores just three fIrst
downs - two by penalty ~fter ISU scored the game's
first touchdown on its initial
drive.
Saluki Coach Rey Dempsey
sa: 1 his squad's defensive effort
was "darn close" to being the
best of the year and it was a
"real shock" on how well it shut
down the ISU offensive attack.
HI just thought it was fantastic," Dempsey said "We
have shut down a lot of people
this year. It feels really great."

time. We worked on it against
Wichita State and we work~ on
it against Indiana State."
Sa luki cornerback Donnell

o..~fensive

ISU MANAGED just 55 total
offensivE" yards in the game.
SIU-C's defense completely
dominated the second half,

Daniel saiJ Henderson's option
run was the result of
.. 1iscommunication."
"Two people went the wrong
way on that play," Daniel said.
"We had them down toa tee. We
knew we could shut them down.
We outquicked therr..·'

No.1
holding the Sycamores to minus
11 yards offensively.
Included in lSU's offensive
yard total was a 44-yard run by
tailback Kevin Henderson,
which led to the Sycamore's
touchdown. Henderson's run
came on a.1l option pitchout and
brought back memories of
Wichita State. Dempsey,
though, said he was not
worried.
"i didn't sense any fear,"
Dempsey said. "We worked on
defensing the option for a long

SIU-C'S DEFENSE held All·
MVC first team quarterback
Jeff Miller to just three com·
pletions out of 18 attempts for 29
yards and one touchdown.
Twenty-three of Miller's yards
came on a pass to Henderson.
Miller also threw two interceptions.
Miller, though. was playing
with an elbow injury that he
suffered against Eastern
Illinois a week ago, and reinjured in practice Thursday,
L<;U Coach Dennis Raetz sp':'I.
"His elbow was drained four
times this week, once before the
game today," Raetz said. "But
See SALUKIS, Page 13

Cagers take third win,
also record first loss
Nevada-Reno, TY

Staff Photo by ScoU Sbaw
Corky Field tore through lndJaDa State'. delellSe ID tbe .eeoad

qnarter to pat the Salukls' first toocbdowD 011 the board.

next up for Salukis
Jim Leu
Staff Writer

Welcome Nevada-Reno.
That will be the Saluki cry as
SIU-C will be bosting ils I-AA
semifInal football playoff game
Saturday against Nevada-Reno,
according to men's sports inforrrJation.
.
CBS will broadcast tbe
Saluki-Nevada-Reno game on a
regional basis because the other
semifinal game with Furman
playing Western Carolina will
also be sbown on a regional
basis.
It will not be known until
Monday just where the Salur"
will be shown, according to the
sports information office. They
could be shown over most of the
country because of the

proximity of Furman (South
Carolina) to Western Carolina
<North Carolina), or they might
be shown over just the Midwest.
Unless ·McAndrew Stadiwn is
sold out 48 hours before the 11
a.m. starting time Saturday,
the Salukis will not be sbo...."
locally. McAndrew Stadiwn's
capacity is 17,323.
Tickets for the semifinal
playoff grime will be on sale .or
!O..ason ticket. holders Monday,
and for the general public
Tuesday.
.
Prices for the playoff tickets
remain the same. Reserved
seating tickets will be $7,
general admission $5 and
student tickets $2.
Saluki Coach Rey Dempsey
See TELEVISION, Page 19

By Daryl Va. Schouwen
Staff Writer

Playing its fourth game in six
days clnd se~ond within 18
bours, the Saluki men's
basketball team dropped its
first decision of the year 78-72
Saturday at Wisconsin.
SIU-C won its third straight
game Friday, turning back
Mississippi Valley State 87-69 at
the Arena. The weekend action
put the Salukis at 3-1.
At WisconSin, tbe Salukis
stayed witb the Badgers
throughout the contest. Despite
foul trouble, center Kenny
Perry led S1": ~ with 22 points,
16 in the Bf:Cond haH in whicb be
played the fmalU:40 with four
foulf.

With 21 seconds left in the
game and Wisconsin leading 7672, SIU-C's Bernard Campbell
missed an 18-foot jumper that
would have shaved the Badger
lead to two points. Both teams

tben exchanged turnovers
before Wisconsin's David
Miller's layup at the buzzer
made the final score 78-72.

WISCONSIN WENT to the
free throw line on 12 occasions
and convertto1 eacb Hme. SIUC, meanwhilt" continued its
woes at tbe charity stripe,
sinking two of six free tbrows.
The SaJuids are ssbooting 55
percent from 'he line.
"The galbe was won at the
free throw line today and with
Wisconsin's ability to get inside
and get to the basket to collect
some fouls," SIU-C Coach Allen
Van Winkle said. "If you don't
shoot any free throws and they
do it's going to catch up with
you."
Wisconsin was in the bonus
with nine minutes left in the
first balf and with 6: 10
remaining in the game.
The S.lukis led 28-20 with
seven minutes left in the first

half after Roy Birch gathered in
a rebound and went the length
of the court to score on a layup.
But the Badgers outscored the
visitors 16-4 in the next six
minutes for a ~32 lead before
baskets by Cleveland Bibbens
and campbell knotted the score
36-36 at halftime.

"THOSE SIX or seven
minutes might have been the
difference in the game," Van
Winkle said. "They made a run
at us like a good team will and
we weren't able to hold it off, so
we went in tied at the half."
The Salukis never led in the
second half; but never trailed
by more than six poinls. They
tied the score at 4&-46 and 60-60
on baskets by Perry, benched
with his fourth foul with 14:25
left in the game. After sitting
out less than three minute!. Van.
Winkle sent hi"l back into the
See CAGERS. Page 17

Cagers romp twice to take tourney title
By Sherry CbisenbaU
Spei1s Editor

Behind the double-figure
point productio!1 of four
players, the Saluki women'a
basketball team cbarged past
two opponents and garnered the
crown of the Dial Classic over
the weeke..:d in Pullman, Wash.,
to boost its record to 3-1.
SIU-C blasted Big Eigbt
Conference power Oklahoma
82-62 to set the stage for a 6IH;1
pasting of host Washingtcn
State in tbe tournament
championship.
SopbomOft! Petra Jackson led
~e way fo(' the Salukis, puDlping in 14 points against the
Sooners Rnd 19 again!!t the
Cougars en route to being
Damed Most Valuable Player of
Ibe tournament and earning a

bertb on the all-tournament and SIU-C was down 52-51 with Rogers' record set in 1980 for
team.
10:06 left in tbe contest. But best free throw percentage in a
Senior Char Warring was also Price, who was held scorelElSll in single game.
selected to the all-tourney the first ball, went on a ramSIU-C converted 28 of 36 ieee
team, making SIU-C the only page, reeling off 12 straight throws, a whopping 71.8 percent
club to gain two spots on the unanswered points to leave the efficiency rate. The Sooners
five-player team.
Salukis with a rout on their went to the line only nine times
Center Connie Price came out
and came away with six points,
bands.
of a two-game slumber,
Price, who scored only 17 a 66.7 percent clip.
Also figuring into the Saluki
breaking open a neck-and-neck total points in the team's fIrst
ba ttle in the opener against two contests, against Creighton win was 5-Ioot-11 freshman Ann
Oklahoma.
and Eastern Illinois, finished Kattreh, who played only 30
SIU-C beld' a 35-34 halftime the game with 22 points to top n. ..inutP.s but went four for six
. from the field to collect nine
lead, after the game bad been the club.
tied three times and neither
Warring was five for seven points. Kattreb also pulled
team boasted more than a. from the field and six for seven down seven rebounds, to tie for
three-point advantage. Tbe from the free throw line for 16 a team high with Jack!:on and
Salukis repeatedly forfeited the poinls. Jackson contributed 14, Price.
In a brief l3-minute stint in
cpportunity to open their lead, while senior point guard D.D.
the Oklahoma game, freshman
missing tJ-.e front end of bonuses Plab dumped in 13.
Marialice
Jenkins collected
Price
was
12
for
12
at
the
line
th~ times in the final minutes
to break ber own record for three poinls and three rebounds
of·f.:le half.
and
belped
get the Saluki ofEarly in the second half, the most free throws made in a
score was knotted Ii ve times game. She also tied Aloodray fense running,
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Warring came up with five
rebounds in the game, wbile
freshman Tami'. Sanders
hauled in six.
Scott was pleased witb ber
elub's effort.
. "We woke up midway
througb the second balf and
started pJr..ying with some intensity," she said. "Connie
broke it open for us. We knew
be'd start play~g. She's
capable of that offensive efficiency every game. Maybe
it'll give her some confidence
now.
"n was a terribly rough
game. Oklahoma, to their
credit, was very physical. We
did a poor job of handling their
full-court defense, but our
players bung in there."
See TITLE, Page 18

